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Holland City News.
VOL. VII.-NO.

Gotland %m.
A WEEKLY~~NEWSPAPER,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

SOLUM

CITY,

*

EMI

•

OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

DOESBURG, Editor and

0. J.

HOLLAND,

17.

Publisher.

TXSKB or BWBCSIPTIOM^M.OO pir/urln Unnce.

SATURDAY, JUNE

MICH.,

General Dealers.

to offer the

(Our parfeetj.

\7-AN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry

@

Apples, fl bushel ................ $ 65
40
Beans, V bushel .......... ........ 1 5u fa- ....
Butter, 1Mb .....................
7
seed, W lb ..................
16
H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office Clover
Eggs, y dozen ...................
10
and bam on Market street. EverythingflrstHoney, f) lb .......................
15
clasB.1
Hay, V ton ...... .................8 O#
...
ty bushel ................
1 00
VTIBBKLINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; Onions,
Potatoes. |J bushel
80
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
Timothy Seed, bl bushel ...........
2 00

a
<&

.

@

lYOONE
L>

(&

@
&

...............

11

street,

&

near Market.

Wool, V

JOB PRINTING PBONPTLT AND N1ATLY DONS.

lb

......................

not; the latter is receiving but

few

_

“
“

“

X

H

U

Leavenworth, Douglas and Jefferson,
to her population during the present which gave me an opportunityof seeing
year, and could you see the crowds some of the best farming lands of Kansas.
and mountains of baggage which The face of the country is nearly uniform,

X

$ @

............

@*
@

V

@

fotuK

“ “

“
“

Tralnt.

Holland,

Rapids.
“
11.55a.m.
" “
“ t p.m.

Holland,
I 1 15 a. ra.

Grand

f 5.15 “
8.30 p.m.

9 35

Muskegon, Peniwaler
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a.

“ “&
"
,4
•• “
“ “

New

t

9.25

m.

p.m.

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

L

of Pluggtr MIUh; (Steam
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.

1TERBEEK,

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p.m.

f

*

1.05

a.m. 12.15 “

“

5 10
* 1100 a. m.
8 25 p.m. | 9.45 “
2.40

Mixed trains,
+ Dally except Sunday and Monday,
t Dally except Saturday,
i Mondays only.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
*

A

CO., Proprietorsof Ihe
Phoenix Plauing Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

V

H. W..

Buffalo

Chicago. I

Proprietors

Saw aud Flour

tfotm Public*

@6
@5

MATRAU,
emso
imm m sms
RAIXiROAD,
H. C.

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

aid

I will give

Lawrence,of

letter, is

you

a brief description:

The city is one of the oldest in the State
and boasts of

populationof about 10,000.

a

in their gayest gar-

ments. The landscape salutes you
the loveliness of

a

in all

blossoming prairie, in

its fresh luxurianceof green

under

the

morning sun. The flowers are numberless,
when you have counted a couple of dozen,

you find you have only begun. Vast
of waiving wheat, in bodies of from

fields

50

to 600 acres, greet you

on every

side,

large herds of cattle crop the clover, with-

out

lifting their heads, as

And you

you pass

by.

can rest assured that I entered

the Leavenworth depot with grander ideas

of the Immensity of Kansas agriculture,

1 found the
city literally pocked with "Old Vets,” from
all corners of the globe, but owing to an
than I had ever indulgrdin.

incessantrain, during both days
re

of

tbo

union, the pleasuresof the occasion

were somewhat dampened, and
exercises

had

all

outdoor

to be dispensed with.

The

and numbers
of private houses at the disposal of tho
crowd, who indulged in speechmaking
and dancing, and enjoyed themselves as
best they could under the circumstances.
citizens placed all the Halls,

it also has the credit of being the hand- While here I paid a visit to Fort Leaven-

my

somest city in the Slate, to which, in

worth, the headquarteisof the Western

Tv

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,

PhyiicUa*
7-1

v

A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
S. W. cor. Public Square.

Liver is King.

The

the imperialorgan of the
whole human system, as it controls the
\J
Mich. Lake Shore Rail Roadlife, health and happinessof man. When
T
EDEBOER.B.
Physicianand Surgeon: Office it is disturbed in its proper action, all
Taken Effect, 7 uesday, Jan. 15, 1878.
X^f comer Eleventh and River street opposite kinds of ailments are the natural result.
public square.
The digestion of food, the movements of
Golnr North.
Odar South.
No. 4. No. 2.
T KDKBOER, F, 8., Physician and Suigeon; the heart and blood, the action of the
STATIONS.
No. 3. No. 1,
p. m.
p. m.
±J office at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL bruin and nervous system, are all immep. m.
a. m.
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
8 00 12 15
Muskegon,
2 00
7 50
diately connected with the workings of the
7 25 11 41
Ferrysburg,
8 40
2 83
7 15 11 36
Grand Haven,
jyj ORRIS, S. L., Physician aud Surgepn. Office, Liver. It has been successfullyproved
2 38
8 50
6 30 11 07
that Green’s August Flower is unequalled
Pigeon,
3 13
9 40
Drug Store.
6 85 10 40
Holland,
8 45
11 15
in curing all persons afflicted with Dyspep507 10 18
Fillmore,
4 15
11 4:>
sia or Liver Complaint, und all the numer8 55
9 30
Allegan,
5 00
1 15
QCHOUTKN, R. A. City Puysician. Office at D.
ous symptoms that result Irom an unR. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
D. P. CLAY, Receiver,
healthy condition of the Liver and Stomach.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ph)tsgr»pb#r.
Sample bottles to try, 10 cents. Positively
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. &
I. R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plalnwell,Kalamasold in all towns on the Western Contizoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal- nent. Three doses will prove thut it is j uit
. lery opposite this office.
what you want.
Liver

is

O

-

-

gjirertonj.

Bueklin’s Arnica Salve.

Saddler*.

yAUPELL,!!., Manufacturer of

V

Harness, Tranks, Saddles and

best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Whips; Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,

rest

ad

van* ing position on the bluffs of tbe Missouri

of her con- River. One would imagine

at

the East,

temporaries,she lias suffered from the

life in a

effects of the late financial crisis, and the

but such is not the case, as Fort Leaven-

disastrous failure of three

during the past year,

lias

of

her

Banks worth

placed her bus-

border

fort dull

and monotonoust

presents altogethera different pic-

ture, within its inclosure. A large and

iness men in rather precarious positions. spacious parade ground, as level as
Socially, there is a franknessand cordiality

and

a floor,

clothed In its luxurious carpet of

about the society of Lawrence, w hich green, surrounded on two sides by the
one coming from the more large and pallacial residences of the

is refreshing to

precise and cautious

of the people

East. The manner

is simple, courteous, de-

officers, in and around which, luxury and
contentmentpreside, while the humble

lightful. There are many families of cul- barrack of the privates grace the remainture and social distinctionin the

city,

among whom I can mention those of ExGovernorsRobinson and Sharon, and
Hon. J. P. Usher, Ex-Secretary of the
Interior, under Lincoln. The State University is located here, with Dr. Janies
Marvin as Chancellor and a competent
corps of professors,among w hom lean mention Prof. J. H. Caufield, a Michigan man,

TTOWARD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; Rlverstreet.

The

and dealer :u

Eighth street.

and society, Lawrence otters many
tages, although like the

B. A L. E., Surgeons aud Physicians.
Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich.

HL

which

ting ridges and valleys; which upon this
occasion were clothed

L

|>B8T, R.

Attorneys.

of my

heading

being one continuous succession of undula-

Sells Ticketsto principal points In the United opinion, It is justly entitled; situated as it Department of the U. 8. Army; was one
IJOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- Sta'es and Canada. Through bills of Lading Issued is in the lovely Kansas valley, with many of the attractions.It is situatedabout
aud rates given for fielght to all points east and
lection* made In Holland and vicinity.
west. Information as to routes aud connections imposing residences, and fine streets three miles from the city, and a more
WALSH, U., Notary Public, Conveyancer, for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
lined with handsome trees, render it invit- lovely and picturesqueplace could not be
and Insurance Agent. Office, Crty Drup cheerfully furnished at the
Store, 8th street.
ing to a new comer. As regards business imagined, occupying as it does a command-

time.

§usine^

Republic, at Leavenworth, and

estimated that Kansas will add 300,000

I

.

the

its population,while the influx of
rence and Galveston R. R. was one of
immigration to the former, is unprece- much Interest,ns the road passes through
dented and hithertounheard of. It is the three “crack” counties of the State,

“

0

Grand Army

sions to

•*

1

It was my privilegea few days since

acces- the trip hence over the Leavenworth, Law-

Wood, Stavei, Etc,
dally accumulatesin the depot at Kansas
Cordwoad, maple, dry .....................$2 50
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
*’
green
...................
2
00
City, you could then form some idea.
T^EN HAGE, Wm.. Dealer In all kinds »f Liquors,
One eqaareof ten lines, (nonparolL)75 cents
beach, dry ............... ^2 00
Beer, Cidar, Pop. Cigars. Sardines, and keep
for ilret insertion, and 25 cents for each subse- er of a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.
green ................ l 75 “Seeing is believing.” I know not how
quent insertion for any period under three
Hemlock Bark ..................... @4 00 big a story my readers will believe, but
months.
Staves, pork, white oak ..............@10 00
Wajonmaken and Blackimitbi.
Staves, Tierce,
12 00 please clear away your doubts, for I can
| 3 *. | 6 M. I 1 r.
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 54
¥~\ JK E M A J. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith
1 Square
8.V) 5 00 I 8 00
Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
2 75 not tell the half. I will admit that ray
2
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 2 25
5 O'!
8 00 10 00
first impression was formed during the
“
8 00 io oo ; 17 oo ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River. Stave bolts, hardwood ...................
3 00
>4 Column
10 00 17 00 I 25 00
Railroad tie ..................
10 most favorable and promising season of
17 00 25 00 I 40 no
“
Mitt Mtrkiti.
Shingles, A $ m .....................
2 00
the year, and I may reverse my opinion
1
25 00 40 00 65 00
Grain, Feed, Etc.
ere the summer is out, although I hope
Yearly adrertlsers have the privilege of three nUTKAU A VAN ZOEREN. New Meat Mur85
ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All Wheat, white V bushel ...... new
-changes.
not. My travels and experience have
Com,
shelled
W
bushel
88
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
BusinessCards In City Directory, not over three
Oats, $ bushel ....................25
27
thus far been confined entirely to the
lines, $2.00 per annum,
50
UITE.J., Dealer In all kinda of meats and Buckwheat, V bushel ............ 50
Bran,
$1
ton
.......................
15
00
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubEastern
and more thickly settled portion
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
Feed. V ton ....................
18 00
lished whitoutcharge for subscribers.
V 100 ih .....................105 of Kansas, and not the section to be
An X before the Subscriber’sname will denote yAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
Barley, #100 lb ................... 1 00
the expiration of the ^nbscriptlou.Two XX sigand Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Middling, # 100 lb .................1 10 sought by the immigrant generally; us the
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
and twine; 8th street.
Flour, #100 lb .....................2 75 Central and Western part of the Slate,
All advertisingbills collectable quarterly.
Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ..............3 00
4 00
with its thousands of unoccupiedacres,
Mtsuftotorlsi,Mill*, Shop*, Ite.
Keats, Etc.
and new and prosperousvillages, offer far
§tail
pvEMING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By Beef, dressed per lb .................... 5 @
better inducements;and I may regret
......................
3‘A@
4
LJ improved machinery is enabled to sell the Lard ................
10 @
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
some day that I did not heed the lamented
Smoked
Meat ......................... foio
lower pr.ces than any surrounding town. Plow
Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
Ham ...........................
Greeley’s advice, seek quarters nearer the
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
Shoulders .....................
Tallow, per lb ..........................@ «
setting sun, although the place where I
Taten Effect, Tuexddiy Jan, 1, 1878.
IJEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in Turkeys. ** ...........................9 »?)10 am at present located is better adapted to
LX Agricultural Implements; commission agent Chickens,dressed per lb ................ 6 @1
Arrive at
Isave
for Mowiim Machines- cor. 10th A River street.
my business, and which you w ill see by the
Liquor Dealeri.

NO. 329.

to attend the re-unlon of the

hundred inducements which Missouri has of

Produce, Etc.

Llvirvand Sale Stable*.

immigrant, which Kansas can-

not duplicate,and Kansas can offer one

V

Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Fbnr, Provisions, etc,; River st.

WHOLE

8, 1878.

Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve who

ing sides.

With the

25th Infantry

Band
and

discoursing popular airs on tbe lawns
ft

courteous guide, commenced a tour of

inspection. On tbe verandah of the

first

house in

my

officer in

command) was enjoying his

path, General Pope (the

evening cigar, with a fair specimen of

American beauty dangling on his arm,
while through the lace curtains which
adorned the windows of the adjoining

occupies the chair of English Litera
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction lure, and to whom I am indebted for cour- house, various officers can be seen indulgVCC BRIDE, P. n., Attorney and Counselor at rpE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco, in every case or money relunded. Price
ivl Law, and Proctor In Admiralty.No. 11
Cigars, Suutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber tesies extended during a recent visit to the ing in the giddy mazes of the waltz.
River street.
Institution.The University is still in its lawn in the distance presents a hotly conWalsh, Holland, Michigan.
Watches and Jewelry.
O IIERBURNE, S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney
infancy, and like the Michigan Univer tested buttle in progress,and the impleTobacco aad Cigars.

is

A

X

O

at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
TOSLIN A BItfiYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
Office In the Village of Zeolauu at the Store of A.
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Comer of MarBolks A Bros.
ket and Eighth Street.

A Wonderful Discovery.

Dr. King's Ca'ifornia Qolden Compound,
and what is still more wonderful it m\t
rPEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
nothing to give this great remedy a trial.
-L Agent. OfficeIn Kenyon A Van Putten’s bank
It will positively and speedily cure DysEighth street.
faciftw?!.
pepsia, Constipation, Sick Headache, Coming up of Food, Jaundice.Liver Complaint,
Banking and Xxotunge.
Biliousness, General Debility, Drowsiness
'l/WN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and ColU. S. of I.
and Low Spirits. This wonderful remedy
lecting, Drafts bought and sold; fiightn
HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons of will positively cure, and that where every
9-ly
Industry,meets at their Hall over, Kruisenga's other remedy has failed. To prove that it
Store, every Thursday evening.
Bathers.
will do all we claim for it you are preVtiiting brothers cordiallyInvited.
sented with a trial bottle by your druggist
I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
N. W. Bacon, President.
free of cost, by which you will readily per
Will. H. Rooms, R. 8.
shampoonlng, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
sonablo rates. Barber shop next door to the City
ceive its wonderful curativequalities,and
14-ly
which will show you what a regular one
I. 0. of o. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder dollar size bottle will do. For sale by
Boots and Shoes
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Heber Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
TJKROLD, E.. Manufacturer of and dealer In Fellow's Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening
XJ. Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc., of each week

street.
Y

U

Hotel.
.

Eighth street.

V7 D

Visiting brothers are cordially invited.

„

Dentist.

For

the

Holland City Newt.

A. W bltom, N. G.

Glimpies of Kuuai.

N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

sity, has sufferedmuch at the hands qf ments
political

lature, notwithstanding she is fast attain-

among

F.

They his characteristic salute. Ruch is life in a
have about 450 students in attendance, and western Fort, while Uncle Sam foots the
have adopted the system of co education. bills. But for the poor private with his
A new building costing over $100,900 has small competence of $13 per month, and
just bceu completed, containinga chapel the same routine day after day, life is
and lecture rooms. In this connection dreary enough. I devoted a few minutes
let me say, that the school syHtem of Kan- to a visit to “Chief Joseph” and his tribe
sas generally,is very complete and effi- of Nec Perzes Indians, who, it will be recient, and the ample provision for educa- membered, led the U. 8. troops in such an
tion in so

new

a

country,justly excite the

admiration and surprise of
the Stale for the

first

school houses, with

all

who

visit

time. Fine large
the modern im-

all

J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Mediclnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Physician s prescriptions carefnlly put up: Eighth st.

IJ

vrE ENGS, D.

R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Medclnes. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

„

£prcial

IJotices.

NOTICE.

The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
PUTTBN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, Mediservices as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac

fumeries. River s^cet.

XTAN

,

%

unrelenting chase through the wilds of

Montana some months since, and wero
finally captured and are now under military surveilance. In responseto an intro-

Ic

Drop and Medicines.

TNOESBURG.

and a

the Universities of our land.

Lawrence, Kan., May 2fl, 1878.
A. tt.
Mr. Editor:— Knowing that there are telligence,enterprise, and morality of its
A Riuular Communicationof Unity Lodge.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall, some admirers of Kansas in yonr city, people. I say morality. Why! there is
CMJRGU80N, B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, June
who have for some time past agitated the more piety to the square inch in Lawrence,
1. all operationsappertaining to DentistryIn 12, at 7)4 o'clock, sharp.
the best style of the art. Office,over E. Horold’s
question
of coming hence, perhaps my than in any city outside of Brooklyn, (yon
David Birtsch, W. M.
Shoe store.
O. Briyman, Sec'v.
opinion of the country, together with need not infer that I cast any reflections
EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand offlee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte's
Shoe store.

liveried drivers drive swiftly by

ing notoriety ami is destined to rank guard meets you at every doorway with

provements are to be seen in every village duction, “Chief Joseph” greeted me with
and town, which goes to indicate the in his customary “bow.” He talks English

4^1

VJ

of warfare used, are the croquet

demagogues, and the State Legis- mallet and ball, geergeous turnouts with

fluently,and is surprised at the civility
is receiving at tbe hands

Would

like

of the

he

whites.

to give you a descriptionof

Topeka the capitol of the Slate, but I have
already written more than 1 intended
glimpses of that section over which I have on Holland). In a historical way, Law- doing. In brief let me say that my Imtraversedmay come acceptable;trusting rence has no small record; as previous to pression of Kansas from the first, has
that you will grant space in your columns
the war it was the scene of border ruffian- been none other than tbe best. “Scotty”
for the

same.

In my

ism of' the very worst type, and during is content, “and don't you forget it”
and Missouri, the war, it was a bone of many conten- The climate is exceedingly healthy and
favorably impressed tions— crumblingruins in various parts agreeable, and I “awing the beam” at an

travels over Illinois

I was not very

with the country. Missouri more particu-

my

Michigan
to your reccollection the Increase of 10 lbs over
ravages of the notorious QuantrlU and bis weight As for Wynne, he is as happy as
eye of the traveler,especially that section
gang
of cut throats, who, in 1863, reduced you please, and Is rapidly assuming alderchronic diseases, and fine surgery, he baa
traversed by the Missouri Pacific R. R., the city to asbes, and murdered in cold manic proportions; while an increased
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week, which runs directly across the State, from blood a goodly number of its citizens. growtl) on the top of his head, “the place
furniture.
where he can be consulted froui 9 a. m. St. Louis, to Kansas City. The fnllest Despite ail this she stand to-day one of where the woo) ought to grow,*1 indicates
Vf EYER, H. A CO., DealersIn all kinds of Fur- until 4 p. m.
source of agricultural wealth, and wonder the representative cities of Kansas and the the fertility of Kansas soil, when properifl nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins
L. E. BEST, M. D.
at its immensity, begins after yon leave only thing detrimental to its choice, as a ly fertilized..A good place for you, Mr.
Pictnre Frames, etc.; River street.
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
the State of Missouri, where a sort of place of residence, is its one-fifth negro Editor. Will give you something from
W. Van D«n Brbg's FftmllVS^Sl^Eighth
8t.‘

ncarlu.

coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particularattention to

of the

city, call

larly, presents but little of interestto the

A nick lot of Carpets at from 20 to 75 ship-shodstate of cultivation exists, and population, but you will find Ihe same Central and Western Kansas In another
ITtLIETSTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a cents per yard just received at
there is much that indicatesneglect and thing to contend with in all the towns of letter, until then, Ta, Ta.
r ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand; fcor. Eighth and Market it.
sbiftlessness. Missouri has no inducements eastern Kansas.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
H.P.8.

T

bitterly denounce Postmaster General Key for

fta

Ifdinitti
HOLLAND

CITY.

:»WS.

—

MICHIGAN.

X

7

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
THE EAST.
George R. Waterman, the
PaymMt«r if the

former

Pacific Mill*, at Lawrence,

Mass., has been convictedof etealing till, 000,

and sentenced to twelve years in the State

—

prison. ------

The

Philadelphia CommeroifllEx-

change has petitionedCongress to increase the

landing

army.

.

.

.

There were ninety-five fail-

ures in May in New York city, with total liabilities of 15,686,806, and assets 1965,488. The
aggregate liabilities were 12,000,000less than
ttje total of the previousmonth.

for Representatives to the next Congress from'
Coloradofor the Tuesday after tbe first
Monday In November; exempting municipal
and county buildings, used as such, from levy and
A second and more serious attempt sale; providing for the appointment of a District
sign it or leave the Cabinet Mr. Key protesta
Judge for the Western Districtof Tennessee, and
that he wrote the letter with the best of mo- has been made upon the life ofr-’fhe German
fora divisionof the district ; providing for holding
tives, without dictation from or consultation Emperor. While thi aged sovereign was driv- tertus of the Doited States District and Cironit
ing in the avenue.jtJnter
der Linden, the as- Courts at Fori Wayne, Ind., and Toledo, Ohio ; attachingthe Atoistant Attorney General for the
saHain fired two charged of a double-barrel
PostofflceDepartment to the Departmentof Jusshot-gun at him from
window of tice ; exempting employes In the postal
apartments. The Emperor was service from military and Jury duty; providing
met at Des Moines on Wednesday,May 29, and
wounded in one
and on the that the electionfor Representatives to the Fortynominated the followingticket : For Secretary
cheek by buckshot and small shot. The sixth Congress from West Virginia be held on the
of State, T. W. Walker; Auditor, Col.Eiboeok; would-be assassin is a Dr. Nobeling. When second Tuesday of October;fixing the electionfor
Treasurer,E. D. Fenn; Register of the State his door was forced open he fired upon and Representatives in Congress in North Carolina on
,tbe Tuesday after the first Monday In November :
wounded the hotel-keeper,and tried to com* reorganizing the Ufe-saving service... The Tariff
mit suicide, but frafi secured. The Emperofs bill and the Mexican Award bill were debated.
personalattendant jumped into the carriage
Supreme Court, J. B. Elliot ; Attorney General, and supported him until the carriage reached
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
John Gibbons. The platform favors a the palace. The Emperor was conveyed to
tarifffor revenue only, opposes the granting of bed and several grains of shot extracted, caussubsidies by the General Government, de- ing great U&SfOfi blood,, -Ho suffered great
The dog tax of Jaokson will amount
nounces the financial system of the Republican pain, buk'netet-loMeongeibusnefis.
to $730.
party as responsiblefor the misery and want
The steamship Idaho, of the Williams The Iosco County poor-house is iHththat now afflict the country, favors the repeal
of the Resumption act, opposes any furtherre- A Guion line, went on the rocks on the coast out an inmate.
tireihent of United States notes, and demands of Ireland, during a heavy fog, and in twenty
Detroit has 900 members of the Order
a “thorough examinationinto the election minutes after striking foundered in deep water.
of United Workmen.
frauds of 1876.”
Through the coolnessand courage of the offiA steam flonring-millwith three run
. The Prohibitionistaof Pennsylvania cers every passenger and the enure crew were
saved. The ship and cargo are a total loss. of stone is to be built at Shaftaburg.
have placed a State ticket in the field,as folThe passengers and crew lost all their baggage,
children were hooked by a
lows: Governor, Gen. p. H. Lane; Lieutenant the passengers saving only what they had on
vicious cow in Bay City the other day.
Governor, John Shallcross;Secretaryof Inter- their persons.

his

Burglars entered the house of the
Presidentof the Canton (Pa. ) Bank, a few
nights ago, and compelledhim to accompany
them'to the bank and open the doors. They
then oommatded him to open the safe, threat- nal
ening

Affairs, Calvin Parsons; Supreme Judge,
murder him if he refused. As he did Daniel Aguew.
know the combination he was unThe Democrate of Alabama have nomi-

do

so. They then oommsneed

beatinghim, which aroused some young men
who were sleepingin the building. The latter
arose, armad tnemeelveswith clubs, sallied out,
and boldly attackedthe brigands, who in turn
commenced firing at their assailants.Nobody
was hurt, but the whole town was aroused,and
greatly frightenedat the hubbub. In the excitement the robbers escaped with |i2,500 in
bonds which they picked np in the bank.

THE WEST.
The Hon.

J. Scott Harrison,the

eon

of PresidentHarrison,and the father of Gen.
Ben Harrison,of Indiana,died suddenly at his
residence, ' near Latfrenceburg,lndM a Abort
time ago. He was nearly 70 years old.

A party of

four

masked men entered

nated R. W. Cobb for Governor

____

James G.

Blaine has been re-electedChairman of the
Maine Republican State Committee.

WASHINGTON.

a

Union

President has nominated CrowDake, of Michigan, to be United States

ley P.

Marshal of Arizona.

The

bankers of the Syndicate have

completed their purchase of *50,000,000of
per cent bonds.

:

The June public-debt statement
follows

4}^'

is a*

...

Sit per cent, bonds ...................
f 738,619.000
K'.ve per cent. l>onds ..................
703,266, SSi)
Four and a half per cent, bonds ...... 23fi.00ll.000
Four per cent bonds .......... ....... 91,850.000

Pacific near Percy
Total coin bonds.

Station, Utah, a few days ago, and rehevod the

passengersof a considerableportion of their
fired three shots
in the sleeper without injury to the passengers. They struck one passenger with a pistol,
cutting the scalp some.

money and valuables. Thev

A party of

four

masked men boarded

Lawful money

debt

.............

f

1,768.735,

f

.................

650

14JOQO.OOO

$

Matured

debt: .......................
6,143.600
Legal tenders .......................... 346,743,313
Certificates
of deposit .................86,70(5.01)0
Fractional currency ...................6,658.698
Coin certi flea tee ...................... 62,823, 640
;

a passenger train on the Union Pacific railroad,

Total without Interest .............. f 451.930.652

no&r Percy station, Utah, entered one of the

Total debt .............................
$2.240, 8< 9,802
Total Interest ..........................
31.835.417

sleeping cars and robbed the passengers.They
fired three shots^in the sleeperwithout injury
to the passengers. They struck ouo passenger
with a pistol,cutting the scalp some. ... On the
farm of Itobert Lywi, four miles from Hillsboro, O., a portablesaw-millengine exploded,
the other day, killingthree and severely scalding
several .others. One man was thrown completely ovqr a tall tree. The boiler was found
800 yards distant.... Ed ward Webb, a black

desperado, was executed at Mansfield,Ohio,
on the 30th ult., for the murder of an oid gentleman named Wm. 8. Finney in December
last.-. .While a charivari wus being given a
new-married couple at Wallace,Ohio county,
Ind., the bride. Miss Sowers, was shot and instantly killed by a paper wad fired from a
.

musket

•

Cash In treasury— coin ................
$ 189,708.021
Caeh In treaaury— currency ........... 8,094,748
Cnrrency held for redemptionof fractional currency ......................
10,000,006
Special deposits held for redemption
of certificates of deposit ............ 35,706,000

destructive tornado visited

...........

.....................

Bicbmoud,Mo., a few days ago,

The storm leveled everything in its path, a
breadth of at le&t 600 yards, demolishing
buildingsto their foundations,stripping trees
of their bark and foliage, and leveling
everything as if swept by a torrent. Over
100 houses in the town and vicinity were swept
away. Twelve persona were killed outright,

jail.

>

The annual reunion of the

PROCEEDINGS CUNGpESb*

.

Balance of intercat paid by the United

causing a distressing loss of life and property.

he was seized, fired two bullets into his Load,
John G- Whittier has written a letproducing a mortal wound. He was imme- ter to ex-Lieut. Gov. Holt, thanking
diately seized and placed in a prison van.
him for his interest in Jonathan Walker,
While the van was passing rapidly through an
archway at the entrance of the house, the “the man with the branded hand.”
driver struck his head against the arch with
Pius Rombach died at Eagle’ river,
such viotenee that his neck was dislocated, Lake Superior, last week, from wounds
producinginstant death. The Emperor, at
l.vt
t rccooato, fvas yecotvejflngfroimhiswfculids,received in an altercatiohwith Frank
King, a month ago. The latter is in
nearly
ly all the shot having beow extracted. 4

Sixth
Michigan Heavy Artillery will be held
WeeWWUAT, May ' 29.'— Senate.— Tffr. Win- at the Burdick House, Kalamazoo. June
Debt leas cash in treasury ............. $2,083,637,450
Deereaae of debt during May ..........3.070.198 dom, from Ule ooflfirefice
oorarnttreeon the Consn- 20, the day of the sailors’ and soldiers’
Decrease since Judd 30, 1877 .......... 2fl,52o;77'J lar and Diplomatic Appropriationbill, submitteda reunion at that plac6.
Bonds issued to Pacific Railroad Comreport, which was agreed to, and the bill oassed.
panies, interest payable in lawful
It is understood at East Saginaw that
money; principaloutstanding ........ 64.623,512 TheRimr and Harbor appropriation bill was reJames
F. Joy has expressed himself as
Interestaccrued and not yet paid ...... 1,615,587 ported from the Committee of Conference. It proInterestpaid by the United State* ..... 37,896,334 vide* for the expenditure of $9(0,000more than the ready to commence operations on, the
House bill — The larger portionof the day was
Interest repaid by transportation of
Saginaw and Vassar railroad, and all
mails,*}.

the town of

Ionia people are going to put in force
the Beilin condiscuMloa of the San Stefano the law relative to placing flsh-shutes in
dams.
treaty is composed as follows: Bismark and
A number of German riflemen in
Count Von Bulow, for Germany ; Lords Beaconsfield, Saliibury, and Odo Bussell, for Great Jackson have organizeda SchueteenBritain ; Count Schouvaloff and M. D. Outril, Verein.
Russian Ambassador at Berlin, for Russia
Saginaw lumbermen utilize the teleCouut Andrea*? and Von Haymerle, for Austria ; M. Waddlngton and De St. Vallier, for phone to communicate between their
France ; Count Corti aud Count De Launay, mills and down- town affairs.
for Italy. The Turkish representativesare
The Hubbardston horsemen advertise
not annonneed as yet ... Berlin dispatches
deny that Nobliug is'eiihera Socialist or sn a trotting meeting on July 3, 4 and 5.
ultramontane.They say he is a Protestant of Purses of $1,250.
good family and fortune. He had accomplices,
Women will be admitted as delegates
who had been plotting the assassinationof the
to the annual sessions of the Michigan
Emperor for six months.
Congregational associations hereafter.
The late attempt upon the life of the
The eighteenth annual convention of
Emperor of Germany was attended with quite
the Michigan State Sabbath-SchoolAsa chapter of fatalities.When the enraged
sociation will be Held at Flint, June 25,
populace broke into the assassin Nobling’s
2G and 27.
apartment he tired unon them, severely wound
ing Holtfeur,an inn-keeper. The crowd, seeA fire near East Saginaw, the other
ing him bleeding, supposed he was the assassin, day, destroyed two frame buildingsand
and fell upon him, and ho was so roughly
50,000 staves ; total loss, $3,200; insurhandled before the people discoveredtheir misance, $3, GOO.
take that ho will probaoly die. Nobliug, before

A cable dispatch says

gress for the

Total In treasury ..................
$ 238 507.769

.

A terribly

arm

;

The

,

a sleeping oar of

a

Two

to

not
able to

were lost. The Grosser Kurfurst wa« built in
1874, and was one of the most powerful ironclads in the German navy,

.

9,452,577 spent in considering the Legislative,Executive and
Judicial Appropriation
bill.
..
.....

1 '
*

28,442,757

The Treasury Departmentfinds

it

very difficult to get cho new silver dollar Into

demand for
to be made to get
circulation by the Government pay-

circulation, there being bnt little

them. Another effort

.

is

.

.

Hocbe.— The House voted to amend the Senate
reeolution for thi ' final adjournment of
Congress by1 ' stibetlthtlngJhne 17 Instead
of June 10 as the date ____ Mr. Atkina. Chairman of
the Committee on Appropriations, reported a bill
approprlaUng$20,000to defray the expenses of the
Select Committee on Presidential Elections. The
Republicans flllbmtered to prevent the passageof

that remains is for

East Saginaw to say

the word.

The Flint Globe says that ex-State
Senator Peter White, of Marquette, has
been sorely afflicted by the death of
three children— two sons, aged 4 and 12
years, and a daughter 9 years old.

June term of the Supreme Court a
mandamus suit will be tried in behalf of
the county against the State of Michigan. Prosecuting Attorney Whitney will
ask that Auditor General Ely be re
auired to showoause wl^y he should not
draw his warrant on the State Treasurer
for the money due Gratiot county as per
cent, intereston one-half the swamp
lands sold in that county since 1858.
The sum claimed for Gratiot Jan.
1878, was $0,834.24. At the last session
of the LegislatureRepresentativeTurck,
of Gratiot county, introduced a resolution, which passed the House, but was.
lost in the Senate, for the distribution

L

of this interest among the various tjounties Where ifi, apfreareil , to. be due,
total being then $74,738.28.

the

Gold Lace.

Gold

bice is not gold lace. It does
not deserve this title, for the gold, is applied fts a surface to silver. It is not
even silver lace, for the silver is applied
to a foundation of silk. The silken
threads for making this material are
wound round with gold wire, so thickly
as to conceal the silk ; and the making
of this gold wire is one of the most singular mechanical operationsimaginable.
In the first place, the refiner prepares a
solid rod of silver about an inch in
thickness ; he heats this rod, applies
upon the surface a sheet of gold leaf,
burnishesthis down, applies another
coating, burnishes this down, aud so on,
until tho gold is about one-hundredth
part the thicknessof the silver. Then
the rod is subjected to a train of processes
which brings it down to the state of fine
wire ; it is passed through holes in a
steel plate lesseuing step by step in diameter. The gold never deserts the silver,
but adheres closely to it, wnd shares all
its mutations ; it is one- hundredth part
the thicknessof the silver at the beginning, and it maintains the same ratio to
the end. As to the thinness to which
tho gold-coated rod oT silver can bo
brought, thb limit Jepehds on the delicacy of human skill ; but the most re-

markable example ever known was
brought forward by Dr. Wollaston.
This was an example of solid gold wire
without any silver. He procured a small
rod of silver,bored a hole through it
from end to end, and inserted in this
hole tbe smallest gold wire he could procure ; he subjectedthe silver to the usual
wire-drawing process, until he had
brought it to the finest attainable statebeing, in fact, a silver wire as fine as a
hair, with a gold wire in its center. To
isolate this gold wire, he subjected it to
warm nitrous acid, by which the silver
was dissolved, leaving a gold wire onethirty-thousandthof an inch in thickness
— perhaps the thinnest round wire that
the hand of man has yet produced. But
the wire, though beyond all comparison
finer than any employed in manufactories, does not approach in thinness the
film of gold on the surface of silver and
gold lace. It has been calculatedthat
the gold on the vCfy finest silver wire for ^
gold lace is not more than one-thirdof
one- millionth of an inch in thickness
that is, not above one-tenth thicknessof
ordinary gold leaf.— Couen^ Standard.

—

them into
ing the expense of their transportationin bulk
the resolution.
The Marquette Journal states that
from the mints to the sub-treasuries. . .The
subject of Indian troubles is the source of
Friday, May 31.— Senate.—The bill au- out of sixty hemesteads taken up
great attention at the War Department. Sec- thorizing the Presidentto appoint an additional through the land office at that place,
beyond hope of recovery. The cyclone was retary McCrary regards the situation as very Judge for the Seventh United States Judicial Cir- forty-seven were located in Chippewa
Another has lately been added to the
the color of steam, and at times tie funnel - isrious, and army officerscoincide with him.
county. The settlers are mostly from “infallible cures” for hydrophobia.
cuit., embracing Indiana, Illinoisand Wisconein,
shaped cloud would break < pen in places and
GENERAL.
was passed — The Legislative,Executive and Juj
Russian doctors who had been
emit what appeared like buck snipke, then
dicial Appropriationbill was passed.
The
Grand
Lodge
of
the
World
of
gather together again, • I and, with inThe night express south on the Chi- called upon to see a girl 12 years of age
House, -*-Th« bill appropriating $20,000 to defray
.

Canada.

creased force, continue

on

ita,. march

of destruction.At first it approached slowly—
not; faster, perhaps, than a man could walk.
Then it moved faster, leveling everything in
its path with the ground, and producing almost
complete devastation. The sound it produced
was infernal, resembling that of a great cataract. Amid the wails of women and children
and the groans of the dying, strong men shed
tears to witness the general destruction,and
the death and suffering of relativesand

the Independent Order of

Good

Templars has

the expenses of the Presidential inveatigatingcom-

held its annual session at Minneapolis, mittee was passed....The Senate bill for the relief
Minn. The report of the Right Worthy Grand of settlers on public lands, under tbe pre-emption
Secretorystates that the total membershipof laws, In reference to the computationof time for
he order at the last report was 404.642. The perfecting title*,was also paesed....A larger numnumber of members now reported is 316,717. ber of private bills were disposed of.
Sattjbday,June L— Senate.— The House reswith estimates for lodges not heard from of
467,403. The number of lodges at the last re- olution fixing June 17 as the day for the final adrrtwas 6,439. The number at present is journment was concurredin,... The Senate devoted
just

I

the entire day to the discussion of the Halifax fish-

friends.

President Hayes visited Gettysburg ery award queatlon.Nearly every Senator spoke.
Mr. Edmunds’ resolution expressing a desireon the
A shocking tragedy^ reported from on Decorationday, and was waylaid and part of the country to terminatethat clause of the
Bprirgfleld,Mo. A Mrs. Thompson, while pumped by the irrepressible interviewer. treaty of Washingtonwhich gives our fishermen the
right to the Canadian fisheries and gives the Canalaboring under a temporary fit of insanity,

Nearly the whole interviewrelatesto the Potarose from her bed during the night, went to ter investigation.“Does it give yon as much
the room of her 17-year-old daughter, and cut alarm as the letter of Mr. Key to the people of
her throat from ear to car. Bhe then ended the South expresses ?’’ asked' the correspondent. “It gives me no more personalalarm
her own life in the same manner.
than any other citizen. But I have leaned to
Advices from Idaho Territoryreport look with apprehension on the growth of cauan uprising of the Bannock Indians. Gen. cus influence in America. I am endowed with
McDowellhas ordered a detachment of troops a trust which I must discharge like a magistrate. Mr. Key did not exaggerate the case
to the scene of the disturbances.. . .The four
when he wrote : ' No man need hope that the
desperadoes who recently robbed the passenschemes of the men who have engineered
gers of a train on the Union Pacific railroad
the movement to unseat PresidentHayes
have been captured by a party of eleven men
can he carried out without a bloodv civil
from Rawlins, who went in pursuitof the robwar.’ That was what Mr. Key wrote,"said the
bers. The stolen valuables have been recovPresident. “ Such schemes cannot be carried
ered.
out without war. I swore to preservethe conMaj. Gen. McDow'Rll, commanding stitution of the United States, and will deliver
the Division of the Pacific, telegraphsGen. the executiveoffice in its integrityto rov successor." “ You do not admit, then, that Cou
Sheridan at Chicago that Gen. Howard reports greas has any power to displace vou from
that the Bannocks are raiding the overland oflice ?" “ They can impeach mo in the House
sta$e road seventy- five miles south of Camas of Representatives,and try me in the Senate.
prairie. They have destroyed King Hill sta- There is no other way in which I will recognize
tion and several ranche buildings. Families any attempt of Congress to remove me. It is
are fleeing.
my desire to administerthe governmentkindlv
and wisely. But there is a point at which I
THE SOUTH.
may say, ' Go thus far, if you will ; not farA sleeping-coachon the Louisville ther.
,
Nolin, Ky., a few days ago, killing two persons
and injuring five others.

A blood-curdling tragedy was
cently enacted near Americus, G&. a

named Caldwell,

re-

man

cago and Lake Michigan railroad was who had been bitten by a mad dog, and
ditched the other night near Manlius by whose wound had been cauterizedwith
a wash-out. One ear was burned, two nitrate of silver, without preventing the
totally demolished, and the engine appearance of unfavorable symptons,
prescribed the inhalation of three cubic
thrown into the ditch.
feet of oxygen, which produced immeMrs. Mariette Gibson, mother of diate relief. Two days after, fresh
Dr. W. A. Gibson, a resident of Jack- symptoms of the malady occurred, diffison for over forty years, died last week culty of swallowing, etc., when a fresh
from the effects of injuries received a inhalation of the oxygen was made,
year ago by falling from a stop-ladder which again had the desired effect, and
while picking cherries. She was aged the girl is said to have recovered perfect
53 years.

health in a few weeks.

The Assistant Manager of the Detroit
Opera House was hauled before the Police Court last week for marking seats as
taken when, in reality, they were not reserved. The law provides that any manager found guilty of this offense shall be
fined not less than $1 and not more than
$5 for every seat so marked.

Some boys
in a

Markland started a show
cellar. The admission was 2 cents.
in

The performance ranged from

recitations

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
BeKTU

............................
$8
Hoos .........................
..... 3

00 @10
60 @ 3

MJ
80

Cotton

1114$

11

..........

Floub— Superfine .................3 30 @3 8t)
Wheat— No 2 Chicago ............ 1 08 @ 1 09
Cobn— Western Mixed .............43
46
Oats— Mixed ......................
29
31
Rye— Western .....................
G3 (4 64

@
@

P«bk— Mets .......................9 C2l4@ 9 75
Lard .................
.

............

7

CHICAGO.

to somersaults,and a feature was marks-

10

@
@

9

.

'

1

.

1

while laboring under a

fit of

insanity, seized a smoothing iron and slew his
entire family, oousiitiugof wife, three ohildren, and wife’s sister.He then committed
Buvcide by Jumping from the top of his cotton
giu-bouse.
. Half of the business ptrt of Rock

'
.

House.— Tbe following bjlla were passed : Authorizing the Solicitor of the Treasury,with the
consent of the Secretary of War, to cancel certain
contract* for Hia sale of land made at Harper’s
Ferry in 1869, to resell the same, and to sell,
or lease, all other real estate or riparianrights
owned by the United States at Harper’s Ferry; givlug Circuit Courts supervisoryJurisdictionIn certain criminal cases — The bill appropriating $5<)0,009 for the construction
of a fresh-water basin for
iron-clad vensel*near the Norfolk Navy Yard was
referred to the committeeof the whole, after which
the House discusaed the bill amending the internalrevenuelaws.

Two

Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 20 (3 5 50
Choice Natives ........... 4 50 @ 4 90
manship
of
the
kind
that
killed
Volante.
Monday, June 3.— Senate.— Mr. Edmunds
Cows and Heifers.........2 75 @ 3 85
Butchers’ Steere ..........3 75 @ 4 00
moved to take up the bill relating to Presidential A 10-yeor-old boy held an apple on his
Alodiumto Fair ..........4 20 @ 4 40
elections,and to provide for and regulatethe head for a larger boy to shoot at, but
Hoos — Live ........................3
3 60
the
attempt
was
a
failure.
Just
as
the
counting of votes for President and Vico President
Flour— Fancy White Winter ....... 5 75 @ 6 0Q
and the decisionof questionsarisingthereon. marksman took aim, the target- boy felt
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00 @5 12^
After a lively discussion the motion was defeated
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............97
fl8)i
by a vote of 14 yeaa to 27 nays.. ..The House the apple slipping off, reached up to
No. 3 Spring ..............85
86
joint resolutionproviding for the issue of catch it, and had a bullet-holeput neatly Corn-No. 2 ........................ 35 (3 30
arms to the Territories was passed ..... through his hand. The wounded lad’s Oats— No. 2 ........................ 23 (3 '24
The Post-Route bill wa* under consideration in the
Rye— No. 2 .............
61 (3 52
Senate. The amendment of Mr. Hamlin reetorir.g mother made a raid ‘on the show and Barley— No. 2 ....................
47 f* 48 ,
the franking privilegewas rejected by a lie u>U~ closed it.
Butter— Choice Creamery......... 17 («4 l‘J
29 to 29.
Eoos— Fre*h ........ ..............
9#
The
following
is
a
tabulated
stateFork— Mess .....................
... 8 73 (3 8 90
House.— Bills were introduced and referred: By
During the month of May 3,500,000
Lard
..............................
Mr. McMahofi, CD Urging the powers of the ac- ment of the receipts of the Tax DepartMILWAUKEE.
silver dollars were coined at the variousmints.
counting officersof the United States in regard ment of the Auditor General’s office Wheat-No. .....................101 <a 1 04
Most of the minte will suspend work for about to bbuhty claims; by Mr. Bland, anthorizing during the month of' April :
No. 2 ..............
97 (4 99,
Corn— No. 2 ...................... 36 (4 36
DELINQUENTtaxes.
thirty days, on the 15th of the present month, Ibe issue of $5(1.000,000 in United State* tre**tiry
Oats — No. 2 ........................ 23 ft 24
f6Y the Improvement
improvement of the Mlseissipp
Mississippi Taxes ......... ..............$15,(87.19
to make the annual settlementand repair their notes for
Ryk-No. ......................... 61 ft 52
Interest ......................
249.70
machinery. , .Visiblesimply of grain in the river, from St, Louis to the Gulf of Mexico; by Mr
Barley— No. 2 .....
6H ft 60
Culberson, to restrainthe Secretary of the Treasury Collectors’fees ................611.99 •
States and Canada : 7,508,000 bushels of wheatST. LOUIS.
from paying outstanding 6-20 bonds except in legal- Office charges ................2V8.70
8,902,000 bushels of com ; 2,301,000 bushels of tender treasury notes; by Mr. Wrighteof Pennsyl- Expeusciiol sale.., ......... 1.00
Wheat-No. 8 Bed FaU .........
98 ft 99
©ate ; 508,000 bushels of rye, and 1,158,000
33 ft 34
vania, authorizing the issue of $100,060,000 United
$16,158.58 COBN-Mixed ......................
buflhelB of barley.
Oath-No. 2 ........................ 24 (at 25
State* notes, to be known aa h national money;” by
REDEMPTIONS.
Rye ...........
47 ft 48
Mr. Ellis, levying a tax of 15 centa per pound on IttffWdnaT— '
foreign news.
Fork— Mcas ...................... 8 76 (4 8 85
tea.... The bhl amending the internal-revenue taws
Bid .............
...... $152.67*
Interest
,T I’l i. ..'l.; ......
27.10':'
Lard ..............................
«*§
wm discussed....An evening session wm held for

".;.i

and Nashville railroad ran off the track at

dian fishermenthe right to bring fish into our
market was paesed,as was the resolution, thus
amended.

{

.

.

-

j

;

......

r
^ ^en
Loss, 1100,000; insurance,*60,000.

burned.

POLITICAL.
RepresentativeAlex. H. Stephens
has written a letter in reply to the statementof

CongressmanPotter touching the object of the
pending Presidential investigation.Mr.
Stephens views the whole proceeding as “ unwise. unfortunateand mischievous.” and

;

thinks “its effect will be to disturb the peace
harmony Jmd quiet of the country,”Ip closing
his letter he says :
6

ble farce or a horribletragedy. Whether It win
lead to the Mexlcanlsatlon of onr Federal mjoblS.
tha, result must show; but I say, as I said on aiw
other recent occasion, that all aoft word* irmiiimn
in the mind of the people of this country the Idea
that Mr. Hayes can be peaceably unstated by Congreaa are as delusive and guileful as the whisperInge of the great arch-fiend,to the shape of a toad,
In the ear of Eve, from which sprung all our* woe*.

The Democratic Congressmen from Tennessee

.Asa
little

reason for moving his army a

nearer Constantinople, Todleben

4

ex-

.

the

--- *-

consideration of the Life-Saving bill.

Tuesday. Jute 4.— Senate.—The select com

plain! that malarial diseasesprevail to a ter- mlttee to inquire into and report on the condition
rible extent in the region between San Stefano of affair*between the United Statesand Mexico wm
and Adnanople. The Rnssians have lost 15,000 continued until the next session,and authorized to
men in that region from fevers in the last two sit during the vacatlhn.Tbe House bill supplemonth*.
mentary to tbe act of March S. I860, to carry into
effect the convention betweenthe United States apd
A terrible marine disaster occurred China, condudsd at Shanghai on tne 8th of
In the English channel on the morning of the November, 1858, aud to give the Court of Claim*
Jurisdiction in certain case*, was passed....
3ist ult. The German squadron, consisting of Tbe Senate bill to provide for the construction,
the ironclads Prussen, Grosser Knrfnrst and maintenanceand operation of a military telegraph
Koenig Wilhelm, were uteamiiflMownthe chan- in Dakota and Mofitaus Territories passed.... The
Senate Insisted upon its amendments to the legisnel, en ropto for Plymouth, ^ben opposite
lative,'' Judicial and- ExecutiveAppropriation
bill,
Ludgate, England, about five miles from and a conference with the House was requested ....
the shore, ‘the Kcenig Wilhelm ran into The Pqai-Route bill wm discussed.
the Grosser.ftnrfurst.The shock was terrific,
House.— Tbe Senate amendments to the Legislathe latter vessel filling and sinking within five
tive, Executive and Jtadidal Appropriationbill
minutes after the collision.To add to the
Wsre concurred in... .Mr. Knott, the Chairman of
horrors of the aituation, the boilersof the
vessel exploded, scatteringdeath and destruc- the Judklfry CommiUas. reported a bill for the retion in evenr direction. The ill-fatedvessel lief of the purchasers or land sold for direct taxes
In the inaurmcUonaryState*. Referred. ... The
had on board 600 persons,about 400 of whom following bill* were pMsed: Fixing the election

$209.77

Bid

Hoo* ..............................2

<3 8 15’

Red .............
95 ft 1
.v, ' '
8,332 03
Corn ..... ......................... 40 ft
26 (3
Office charges ............
4.90
4.90 Oats ..............................
Rye ................................ 65
8 70 9 9
Total ......
$3,548/70 Fork— Mesa ........................
Lard ........ ............ ....... 6%
STATE BIDS AND STATE TAX LANDS,
TOLEDO.
State bids. ....................$1,899
Interest .......................
358.68
Wheat-No. 1 WWte ...............1 10 « 1
No. 2 Bed ....... ,..>....,.100
$1,753.13
CORN..,; ................
37
Minimum...,' ..........
$6,304.15
Oat*—
No.
2 ....................... 25
Interest.,...........
368.88
DETROIT.
—
7-... ,6 614.03
Flour— Choice White., ...... ..... 6 95 (3 6
Total. ......
$8,367.10 Wheat— No. 1 White ............... 1 10 <3 1
No. 1 Amber ...... ...... 1 0ft ^ 1
DEEDS AND STATEMENTS.
*0
State tax land Meeds, ........
$63.40 Coim— No. 1 ............
Statements.
21L24 OATtM-lflxed ......................
Barley (per cental) .....
...... 10° ® 1
9 00 (3 9
Total ............ ......
$274.64 PORK-Meas ....... ................
:

Wheat—

, »1.01

Interest ............

.

,

ft

..............

J

ft

..

M

(3
<4

.'

05; ,*
41
80

68

00

#
.

last year.

..

ft

;

EAST LIBERTY, PA.

”
88-

^

Best
Fair

Common

.........

Gratiot Journal says that at the

75
1
?Ii
1

42

j

»
50

*

.....................* 75 £
*
......................
4 60 13 4 63
.......... V ...... 4 10 ^ 4 25
Hoos..
...............»80 (§8 80
Sheep ........................... 8 00 <3610.

Cattle—

’

1)6

--

Aggregate receipts of the office, $28,847.08, against $22,823.31 for the some

month
The

.

•

........

......

•

CINCINNATI.

.........................
$2,938.02

* -

74

Cattle ............................
2 eo <3 4 25

State-

AUKICULTUKAL AND DOMEST

ona

down, and have them three inches 1 denomination haa 10,492 Sunday schools,
apart. Keep in a cool place.
with
__
ri
with 903,367 teachers —
and scholars.
It

olaoe.

Aroand the Farm.

.1

ALL SORTS.

shoulder,and he fell from the barrel.
Then he was tied to a tree, arid the spo it
Queen Victoria is 57 years old.
was continued until he died.
The base-ball iever is catching.
border lands.
The earth weighs 5,885,000,000tons.
Oh, good the alt of border laada
Oh, dangtrouadear (heir aubtte apeil ;
Alabama wheat-crops are promising.
Where thralldoma itretchnnenrtiln hands
The population of Dublin is 250,000.
\ And careleaa, haopy outlaw* dwell.

Antidote to Laurel Poison.— Strong is estimated that the total number of
Pasture is the most natural, as it is
Baptists in the world is 2,472,400, Amerthe most universal, food of sheep. In green tea is a remedy for sheep poisica having 2,116,969 of these, and Great
oned
with
laurel
A
teaspoonful
of
some Oountriessheep never get anything
Britain only 269,836.
else; though feeding artificial food to a green tea boiled in water sufficient to
make a cupful of the liquid, and given
certain extent is remunerative.$ j'"
Marriage of a Woman to a Woman.
A correspondent of the New En- from a bottle when cool, is sure to cure. Maranoy Hughes was married in Sep- Texas taxes circuses out of the State.
Cabbage Salad.— One cup of vinegar,
gland Farmer induced the striped bug
tember last to a person who was known
The Swiss army numbers 120,000
one teaspoonfulof mustard, one tabletot/1 leave at once,” by simply placing
as Samuel M. Pollard. Her relatives men.
“on the center of each hill a handful spoonful of melted butter and one egg
opposed the match, and she eloped and
Ripe onions prevent lips from chapheat the vinegar and add the butter
of ashes moistened with kerosene.”
was married without their, knowledge, ping.
beat the egg, to which add the mustard;
and a short time after their marriage
Seeds will germinate quickly at a
'

;

;

then stir into the vinegar,and pour over
Pollard confessed to her that she was a
temperature of 60 deg. Fahrenheit; but,
shredded cabbage. '
woman ; that she had trouble with her
for growing stroog and healthy,a temFrench Loaf Cake.— Two and a half relatives in the East ; had lost her propperature of 50 deg. is better. Peas and
cups
of sugar, one and a half cups of erty, and assumed the disguise of a man
beans germinate quicker,and are less
likely to rot in the ground, if soaked for butter, one cup of raisins, one oup of for the reason that avenues for making
warm milk, five cups of sifted flour, money would be open to her in that
twelve hours before planting.
three eggs, half a wine-glassof wine, a characterwhich would be Closed to her
It should be borne in mind that every
little nutmeg, a small teaspoonfulof sal- as a woman. Pollard has never given
farmer who will take the trouble to keep
eratus ; mix butter and sugar to a cream, her any particular reason for doing her
up a tasteful appearance about his house
add part of the flour and yelks of eggs, this wrong, but is believed to have been
his
then the other part of the flour and actuated by a foolish pride in appearing
whites of eggs.
in the characterof a married man. The
------------ Nothing is more conRich Waffles.— Take a teacup and a victim was ashamed to acknowledge that
tagious than the desire for gardening
half of rice, which has been well boiled, she had been so imposed upon, and
when once it gets a footing.
shrank from admitting the truth. PolRat and Mouse Exterminator.-— A and warm it in a pint of rich milk, stir- lard, without actually threatening her
ring
it until smooth; then remove it
sure cure for rats and mice on a farm is
from the fire, and stir in a pint of cold life, repeatedly intimated that it would
a good supply of cats. It looks rather
milk and a little salt ; beat four eggs be bad for her if she exposed her, and so
expensive to see fourteen or fifteencats
she kept silence until a fortnightago,
running around on a form, but in the very light, and stir into the mixture in
turn, with sufficient flour to make a when- her aunt got an intimation of the
end you will be surprised to see the
fact, and questioned her closely, and she
amount of grain they have saved you. I thick batter ; bake in a waffle-iron, butrelated to her the whole story. The
ter them, and send to the table hot
speak from experience. We have had
Cleansing Beds.— We have been re- victim says that the woman’s real name
as many as fifteen oats at one time, and
novating
our hair matttresses this spring is Sarah M. Pollard, and that her trunk
the amount saved by them would enable
is filled with feminine apparel. A comus to keep three or four times as many, and finished the last one yesterday.
They look as good as new and I am plaint was filed yesterday by J. C.
if necessary.
Howerton, accusing Pollard of perjury
The Scientific,American gives the pleased to say cost us nothing except in swearing, when he took out the marour
time and labor. The mattresses
following, which our readers, who raise
were ripped on three edges, the hair tak- riage license, that he was a male.— Tuapoultry,will do well to heed : “ Put a
en out, put on the grass, well pulled carora (Nevada) Times- Review.
table-spoonfulof sulphur in the nest as
apart and beaten with long whips. The
A Romantic Career.
soon as the hens or turkevs are set. The
ticks were washed and ironed and their
heat of the fowls causes the fumes of the
Mr. Isaac Johnson, of Port Penn, has
hair put back evenly. Then, with a long
sulphur to penetrateevery port of their
fallen heir to a fortune of $150,000,
upholsterer’sneedle anil strong twine,
bodies; every louse is killed, and, as all
$100,000 being invested in United States
the mattresseswere tacked down tightly
nits are hatched within ten days, when
bonds, and $50,000 in property in the
in diamonds, the same as before, with a
the mother leaves the nest with her
City of Mexico. Mr. Johnson’s life has
roseate of blue or red worsted tied in
brood she is perfectly free from nits or
been an eventful one. At the tender age
with each tacking. I found it rather
lice.”
of 10 years his nautical propensitiesindifficult in the first one to spread the
The Live Stock Journal decides gen- hair evenly. The mattress, when tacked, duced him to pilfer a washtub and set
eral questions as to cow food: “We was high in the center and with scarcfly himself afloat on the broad bosom of the
have seen pumpkins fed quite freely, any hair in the corners so that I was Delaware. He drifted down the bay
with excellent result in quantity and obliged to undo part of the work. Profit- and was picked up by the bark Henry
quality of milk ; but it is not fit or eco- ing by this experience,I had no difficul- Young, commanded by Oapt. John Half,
nomical to feed too largely of any one ty with the second.— 4/rs. E. B.t in Ru- since deceased, and taken to the City of
Mexico, where he was adopted by a
food. Potatoes,fed in moderation, are ral New Yorker.
wealthy
Spaniard, named Don Hidalgo
excellent for milk; but, given in too
Hernandez, who gave him a liberal edugreat quantity, they will reduce the
The Laugh on Mark Twain.
cation and establishedhim in his busiyield. Turnips or beets must not be
Dr. Riggs, a dentist of this city, is the ness, but being a strong advocate of
given too liberally ; corn-fodder,given
man whe first administered laughing Maximilian I. he had to escape to Texas.
as a sole ration, is unprofitable ; but fed
gas when the discoveryof that anesthetAt the beginning of the civil war he eswith half pasture will keep up tKe yield
ic was mode by the late Dr. Horace poused the cause of the rebellion, and
of milk and add largely to the profit of
Wells. A public exhibition was given entered the service as aid-de-camp to
the season.”
at which Dr. Wells was present, and the
Gen. Sidney Johnston. At the close of
How to Feed Corn to Swine.— Al- gas was taken first bv Sam Cooley, who
the war he engaged in an extensiveshoe
though grains of undigested corn are had a tooth pulled by Riggs. Several
manufactory in Philadelphia,but owing
but seldom, seen in the excrement of weeks ago the Rev. Joseph H. Twichell,
to the perfidy of his partners he was rehogs, the long experience of some of the pastor of the Asylum Hill Congregation*
duced to poverty, and was compelled to
fatteners of hogs would go to show that al Church in this city, sat for a good
return to liis native town of Port Penn.
for fattening purposes ground com is part of two days in Dr. Riggs’ dental
—Dover Sentinel.
considerably more valuable than the un- chair having liis teeth repaired. Riggs
ground. With the former the process is chatty, and while at work gave Mr.
Birds, Flies and Apples.
of digestiongoes on more rapidly, and Twichell a detailed and interestingacA French paper, earnestly deprecating
the animals steadily increase in weight count of Dr. Wells’ discoveryand of the birdsnesting,says; “A bird’s nest conwith a diminishedamount of aliment. Cooley exhibition. There were so many tains, on an average, five eggs, which
But the time 'consumed in getting the rare and funny things in the narrative would, in the natural course, become
grain ground, and the mifler’s tdB^-ohe- that Mr. Twichell repeated them from five little birds. Each little one eats
tenth— must be taken into the account.— memory to Mark; Twain; .who thought it daily fifty flies or other insects, and this
Germantown Telegraph, ......
would be well to see Riggs himself, and consumption extends over four or five
get the yam flrst*handed, as he might weeks. Taking it at an average of thirty
To, Stop a Horse from Chewino Harness. —This and similar habits are among work it up with, some embellishments days, we shall find the number of flies
the consequences of some often-trivial for publication,s A few. days afterward destroyed by each nest of birds to be
derangement of the digestive system. the distinguishedhumorist appeared in 7,500. Noy, every fly .eats daily a quanThe use of salt, and of some antacid, is Riggs’ office, saying that, as he was go- tity of flowers, leaves, equitalenttd
generally sufficient to abate the nui- ing abroad, he would like to have his its weight, uhtil it attains its maximum
sance. Keep the horse for a few mouths teeth overhauledsomewhat, though he of growth; in thirty days it will have
loose in a comfortable box stall, in one really had no idea that very much tinker- eaten a flower a day— a flower which
comer of which, upon a small shelf, ing would be necessary.What he want- would have become fruit. Each fly—
place a piece of stone salt, and in an- ed was the story.- After being well the term is used, we presume, for insects
other corner, also on a shelf, keep a sup- seated in the operating chair he succeed- generally— having, we will say, eaten
ply of powdered chalk. At the same ed’ in getting the doctor started, and, be- thirty fruits in thirty days, the 7,500
time, mix plenty of powdered aloes into tween the story and the work performed flies which a nest of birds would have
the harness-blacking smeared on the two days were occupied. Mark rejoiced consumed cause a loss to us of 225,000
parts of the harness or strap that he is over his good luck, and took the earliest apples, pears, apricots and peaches. We
in the habit of chewing. — TFeatem opportunity to inform his clericalfriend commend this view of the. matter to the
that he had succeeded in getting just parents 0? marauding
Rural.
what hC.wkhted.
I noticed a few weeks since, in the
Speaker Kerr’s Disease.
The day he sailed for Europe, howAtlanta Constitution, the following ever, he; was ast^uished to get a. bill for
The late Speaker Kerr’s illness was
remedy for blind staggers in horses services fibnti Dr. Riggs amounting to something like Mr. William D. Kelley’s,
“ Turn up the tail of the horse and cut $200. He did nbt khbw but it might be the member from Philadelphia.Mr.
to the bone, crosswise, from hair to a joke, a greater charge being made on Kelley, can neither smell nor teste. ~ He
hair, about three inches from the root of account of anesthesia than for actual can’t discern the diff^ijuce in taste bethe tail,” which it was said would afford professional work. He soon satisfied tween coffee and tevthough he drinksimmediate relief.1. Sbihe two weeks ago, himself, however, that the doctor in- them. Mr. Kerr had an affection of the
I had a mule taken with the blind stag- tended the bill to cdfer mechdiiicarser- mucous membrane, which kept him
gers, and so violent was the attack that, vices only;, and then he was mad, par- spittinga good deal, though he never
had he belonged to any other person, I ticularly as all he wanted from the doc- spat blood. He was called to Washingwould not have given one dollar for him. tor was the story. He passed the bill ton to a conference of the Democratic
As it was a desperate case, I thought I over to Mr. Charles E. Perkins, attor- party leaders somewhere about 1872,
would try the remedy. He bled freely, ney, who still has it. Mark, meanwhile, and they met at Walker’s restaurantand
and was better in two minutes, and was will not probably prepare his version of dined together. Mr. Kerr walked home
entirely well in a short time. Please in- the discoveryof laughing gas until he in his dress coat, considerablyheated,
sert this in your paper, and* for the knows preciselywhat he has got to
.
pay in the night air. He took a cold, and
benefit of the, pubho I hope it will be for the materials. —Hartford
the mucous membrane of bis whole
extenstasly copied. +- Cbrf R<me i Ga. ) Times.
body became inflamed, He consulted
Courier.
* «
Dr. Rogers as soon as it became serious,
>
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Self-CleaningStable.—

E.

which fpn

twenty, cows costs §70, and
pays for itself in two years in the saving
of labor. An iron grating is placed for
the hind feet of the cows to stand on ;
the fore, feet stand pu plank. The grating is oqmposed of iron bars resting on
iron joists, The iron joists, rest on an
angle-ironsill at the back side of the
platform, aod the other ends on a wooden joist under, the plank. The bars are
an inch thick, an inch and a half wide,
and an inch and five-eighths apart. The
platform is raised twelve inches, the
gutter sunk eight inches. The droppings all pass through into the gutter
below. The manure no longer soils the
&ws ; that which had adhered to their
flanks disappeared.The cows did not
slip on the iron bars.— Counfry Gentle-

man.
About the House.

Tea Hair

His Undying Loves.

W. Stew-

art has contrived a self-cleaningstable,

“ Did I ever love any other girl ?” re-

peated

a prospectivebridegroom,in

answer to the tearful inquiry of his intended. “ Why, no, darling ; of course
not. Could you ask such a question?

You

are

my

first and

only love. This

heart knew no awakeninguntil the sunshine of your love streamed in andawoke
it to ecstasy.” And then he kissed her
tenderly, and went home, and tiAfi to
himself, “ I must hurry those things out
of the way right off, or there’ll be a
row. ” And he collected together^ great
pile of letters, written in all kinds of
feminine hands, with lots of faded flowers, and photographs, and lockfl of hair,
and bits of faded ribbon, and other
things ; and when the whole collection
had been crammed into the kitchen grate
he drew a deep sigh and said to himself,
“There goes all that’s left of fonrteen
undying loves. Let ’em flicker.”

Tonic.— Strong infusion of
The Baptists.
.pint ; bay rum, four
The
National Convention of the Bapounces; oil of lavender,one drachm; 41cohol, four ounces; glycerine, four tist Church was recently in session at
Cleveland Ohio. From the annual reounces.
ports we learn that there are now in this
To Keep Lemons.— Lemons can be country 1,048 Baptist associations, 23,kept a long time in silver sand perfectly 908 churches, 14,506 ordained ministers,
dned. Place the stem end of the lemon and 2,024,224 church members. The

black tea. one

Illinois has 41,000 square miles coalbeds.

New York

city arrests

average 1,500

;

;

’Twlxtdawn and1 day, Hwtxt day and nigh
In blif sful, abadowy realma they He ;
Sweeter than dark, aweeter than light,
Too awlft the momenta hdnry
{
Twixt hearts that wait and hearts that lore
Their aunny, vague horuona round—
Who would not Journey back to prove
Once more the joys within that bound
'Twixt life and life, twixt death and death,
Rise this life's narrow, viewless atrands ;
Who kn-wa how much It entereth
Our Joy that they are border landa I
—Helm Hunt, in Atlantic Monthly for June.
'

by.

1

,

a week.

Murdered by Harsh Words.

Decrease of imports

500,000. J

this year, $40,-

«

The ProvidenceJournal says: “A

’

curious and painful case occurredat New
' Colored handkerchiefshave gone out' Bedford, Mass., Thursday, which might
of vogue.
raise the questionwhether manslaughter
Counterfeit silver dollars aro in cir- may not be caused by threat and demon>
stration of violence, and the consequent
Millstones made of glass are a Ger- effect of fear on a feeble coustitution, as
well as by actual bodily harm. As to
man novelty.
the moral guilt* of the criminalthere can
Very few imported carpets are now
be no doubt One Frederick Jenney, a
sold in this country.
middle-aged man, addicted to liquor,
China is now one of the first coal had been maltreatingand abusing his
countriesin the world.
wife until she had been compelledto
Virginia claims the finest whea^ pros- ask the interference of the police. She
pect ever seen in the State.
was in feeble health, and her mother, a
woman
of nervons temperamentand 70
Boucicault,the actor, is building a
veors of age, was in attendance upon
$100,000 yacht at New York.

culation.

;

her. Thursday evening Jenney came

proposed to organize a tailoresses’
into the house and addressed the old
union at San Francisco,Cal.
lady in such abusive and threatening
gosling with four1 wings runs language that she left the house and fled
about the streets of Natchez.
to a neighbor’sfor prote3tion.; She reThere are in this country about 700 turned at a later hour, in the hope of
carpet-making establishments.
attending upon her daughter unmolested,
The Cincinnati authoritiesare trying but the man attacked her again so wickedly with threats that, although a neighto close the theaters on Sunday.
The manufactureof base- balls em- bor was with l^er as a protector, she was
seized with a tremor of terror, and, in a
ploys 300 workmen at Natick, Moss.
short time, fell to the floor dead, her
The first negro to sit on a jury in thread of life having been undoubtedly
New York city was accepted last week. snapped by fear and excitement . The
A new order prohibits British naval violent brute was arrested, and, although
officersfrom writing letters to newspa- such an extraordinarycase is probably
______
not included within tho provisions of the
The California Legislaturehas passed law of manslaughter, he is undoubtedly
a bill admitting women to practice law as guilty as if he had struck the feeble
woman with his fist and she had died
in all the courts of that State.
from its effects.”
The new edition of the dictionary of
Beautiful
*1
the French Academy contains 2,200
words and 28,000 lines more than the
There is no other city in the world
It is

A

pers.

_

_

.

-

Paris.

<

edition of 1835.

where the picturesque and beautiful is
“Be honest, pay your debts, keep studied as it is in Paris. The work of
your temper, and avoid strong drink,” improving and ornamenting is always
was Evangelist Moody’s farewell advice going on. When a hnndsoms building
is erected it is never allowed to be otherto his New Haven congregation.
wise than

handsome. If

erected to-day

Bret Harte has contributedhis long- it will bo found ten years henoe just as
est and most ambitious poem, a love
bright and free from blemish as it was
story called “ Cadet Grey,” to the new
on the day it was finished. In London
West Point book, “ Military Tictacs.”
they admire a structure that is begrimed
Close imitationsof silver dollars are with smoke and soot, and would regard
made of block tin, bismuth and pulver- it as a desecrationif any one was to proized glass. An immeuse number of pose to clean it. Even the white marble
statuary is allowed to become ooal black,
these bogus coins are in circulation.
and receives a fresh coat of soot every
The heaviest snorer that wei have year, until it is difficult for a strangerto
heard of is the man up town whose wife
discover whether it is marble or bronze.
woke him up, during a tempest, saying
The Parisianis always cleaning and polshe did, wish he would stop snoring, for
ishing, and striving to make that which
she wanted to hear the thunder.

is

white whiter, and that which

is

bright

Jefferson Davis has been acting aa urighter. New York boasts of its
umpire for two Mississippi men who Broadway, but Paris has a hundred
disagreed in politics, and applied abusive Broadways extending through every
epithets to each other. He decided that section of the city. But its narrow
both ought to apologize,and they did streets are well paved ami kept as dean
SO.
as the great boulevards.The spirit of
Owing to the decline of railway build- cleanliness is universal, but it cannot bo
iug during the last five years, the aggre- said that “'cleanliness is akin to godligate sales of iron and steel- roils, the ness” in that beautifulcity.— Cbr. Balproduct of the United States, was last timore American.
year only 764,709 tons against 1,000,008
tons in 1872.

Fame

tardy in reaching some men,
but if a man is deserving it is bound to
strike him sooner or later. A Berks
county editor has had a blue and red
canal boat named after him.— Abrrt*town
is

Herald.

A Tortoise’s Age.
Mr. D. H. Willard, No. 51

Capital

avenue, says that in the year 1838, dn
the east farm, half a mile south of the
Newington railroad junction,he came
across a very large ami beautiful spotted

box or hinge tortoise(so called from its

power to close its upper and under
The Paris Tuileries Commission has shells firmly together.) Turning it tiprecommended the restoration of the side down he inscribedon it his own inruined palace at a cost of about $800,000 itials, and the date, letting him free, In
,

and the appropriationof it to a museum 1862 he found the same fellow again half
of modern art. The Chambers will be a mile west. He had crossed two bridges
asked to sanctionthis scheme.
or forded the streams,and three railroad
There are 700 carpet making estab- tracks. The new date was then added,
the first inscriptionbeing very distinct.
lishments in the United States, which,
He has not seen him since until lost Satin prosperous times, furnish employment
urday, the 18th, when ho espied him on
to between 150,000 and 200,000 operahis west farm, near the N ew Britain line,
tives— men, women, and children— while
about one ana a half miles from the first
$4,700,000is expended yearly for wages.
point named, looking as bale and hearty
Col. King’s farm on the Rio Grande as ever, bat not increased in size perconsistsof 160,000 acres, fenced. He ceptibly. He was duly marked 1878 iMid
has been growing in wealth since the sent on his way with this query: “At
war with Mexico, and now owns, besides this rate of travel, when will you reach
the land, 52,000 horses, 50,000 cows, the Pacific coast 1"— Hartford (Ct.)
75,000 sheep, and 30,000 mules. He Times. _»
•
employs 300 Mexicans as herders.
IntemperateWater Drinking.
Eugene Johnson
Angeline
Improper drinking has killed thouMcQuery eloped from Cincinnati. He sands. There have been instances
was 18 years old, and -she 16. Their where thirsty armies, after long marches,
and was told he could not live a year. married life lasted just a year. Then have come to some river, when the men
But he survived the doctor, and lived J olmson sent his wife back to her par- would lie down on their faces and quaff
more than two years, and was elected ents, bearing a letter announcing his in- an inordinate quantity of water, with
tention to kill himself bepause she did these results ; some died almost 1 inSpeaker, a mortally- stricken man.
not love him. He kept his word.
stantly, others become crazy and stagBattle on a Ball Ground.
A French scientificauthority states gered like drunken men. Avoid drinlA game of base-ball was played near that the ordinary rate of a man’s walk- ing water as much as possible while
Passaic on Sunday afternoon by young ing is four feet per second » of a good walking. When you feel thirsty, rinse
men from Passaic and Paterson. A dis- horse in harness twelve; of a reindeer the mouth with water, but do not swalpute arose, which ended in a fight be- in a sledge on the ice, twenty-six;of an low it Drink only when resting. Men,
tween a Passaic and a Paterson man. English race-horse,forty-three ; of a when heated, should not drink anything
There were 300 spectators, who formed hare, eighty-eight; of a good sailing cold. Drink slowly ; half a tumbler of
a ring, and the fight was continued until ship, fonrteen; and of the wind, eightywater will suffice the thirstiest man in
one of the men struck the other a blow two.
the world, if I19 drinks it by sips. In fact
that was considered foul. Then the
A physician of Rochester, N. Y., says it is almost impossible to get down a
respective friends of the fighters pitched
that the girls of that town are very full glass of water taken in this way.
in, and the fight became general The
pretty, and grow, in grace and loveliness
In a Perilous Position.
Passaic men had the bats, and that gave
until they are about 18 or 20, when they
them the advantage. They vanquished
A
few
days since an Auburn (Me.)
get pale, sickly-looking and faded, “gothe Patersonians and drove them from
builder ascended to the top of High
ing all to pieces at 26.” Among the
the field in confusion, witi* several broStreet Church spire to do some work,
causes of their deterioration he enumerken noses.— A'ew York Sun.
and suddenly felt nausea and dizziness.
ates the lack of exercise in the open air,
He was alone, 150 feet from the ground,
Hon. Thomas M. Marshall, of Pitts- tight lacing, round dances, and too much on a narrow scaffolding, but had presstudy.
burgh, while trying a case at Beaver,
ence of mind enough to fall flat on hh)
Pa., recently, was handed a note by a
was an uncommonly brutal mob back on the narrow board upon which
man named Cameroh, inviting him to that killed Christopher Mntcbler, a he stood.1' He lay there half an hour
mortal combat with Oolumbiads, ten horse-thief, in Germantown, Cal He with his head swimming, but gradually
paces apart Cameron is supposed to be was taken from the jail, and forced to the nausea
UMUOCa and
UUU UllUllUUOO
dizzinessdisappeared,
insane. He was formerly a lawyer, and kneel on the head of a barrel, while the and he ventured again to rise, finishc
was at one time Governor of Kansas, lynchers tried their marksmanshipon him the work he had begun and descendec
under President Buchanan's administra- with revolvers. One after another shot It was an experience, however, which h
tion.
at him, until a bullet hit him in the does not care to have repeated.

_

>

1

and

.

.

;

represented (he General Synod in the Gen-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

eral Assembly of the PresbyterianChurch

South.

Saturday, June 8th, 1878.

-

^
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Don’t forget to get that boy of yours a
summer school suit, for three dollars and

•

Frank Leslie’s Sunday Magazine for
comes to us more richly freighted
BEV. ABEL T. STEWART, D. D.
even than usual. It contains some forty
Appropriateservices in commemoration separate articles and more than seventy
of their deceased pastor, were held by the illustrations. The opening paper is upon
congregationof Hope Church, on Sunday “The Homes of St. John,” by Rev. John
morning last, under the direction of Rev. P. Hurst, D. D., President of Drew TheDr. Crispell,notwithstanding the rain ological Seminary, Illustratedwith views
storm that came up just before the hour of showing the present appearance of all the
meeting, the church was well filled by an places, from Bethsaida to Patmos, which
audience which seemed to take a deep can be identified as having been the sucJuly

interest in the mournful occasion. Letters cessive abodes of the Beloved Disciple.
of sympathy were read from members of Among the other articles are an interesting

T^EFAULT

has boon made iu the conditions of a
mortgage, executed by Orville O. Sparks
and Mary Spares to John Suoon, dated Jane k5,
E. J. HARRINGTON.
187ft,and recorded in the Register V oftice of Ottswa
County,Michigan, September 20, 187ft,In Liber V,
Query: “Why will men smoke com- of mortgageson page 881 upon which mortgage
there is claimed to be duo at this date, thirteen
mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg hundred and eighty-onedollars and thirty nine
cents, besides an attorney fee of nfty dollars proBros. 'Seal of North Carolina,'at the same
vided for to said mortgage in case of foreclosure
price f”
thereof.No suit or proceeding at law has been
Instltated to recover the debt secured by said
mortgage or any part thereof. By such default the
Bananas, Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, power of sale contained in said mortsage has become operative;Thtrffort, Notiet it hiriby gitm,
Raisins, Currant, Figs, Cove Oysters, Lobthat laid mortgage will be foreclotod by the sale of
sters, Salmon, Sardines, etc., at Pessink’s. the land therein describedor so much thereof as
rasy be necessary to satisfythe amount due thereon, Includingsaid attorney fee and the costs ol
A Fink White Dress Shirt the best In foreclosureand sale, at public vendue to the highthe city fur $1.00 at the Cheap Cush Store est bidder al the front door ot the Court House in
the City of Grand Haven in said County of
of
Ottawa
the 24th day of June,
fifty cents, at the

'

Remedy

The Great English

Mortgage Sale-

GRAY’S

Cheap Cash Store of

"

TRADE

Specific Medicine
Is especially rec-TRADE MJ
ommended aa an

MARK.

unfailing cure for

Seminal Weakness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency
and all dlaeaeea
that follow as a
seqnotice on Sell.

rr~ Abuse: as
ijeiore Takingof memory,

_

Lass ^
Uni* After

Taking.

versal Lassitude.Pnln In the Back, Dimness af
Vision. Premature Old Age, and rnsny other dimA
eases that ieud to Insanity,Consumption and a
Prematnre Grave, all of which as a rule are' first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over Indulgence.The Specjflc Mcdlclao is the re
•hit of a life study aud many years of experience
In treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars In onr pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific MedicineIs sold by all Druggists at
|1 per package, or six packages for $5. or will he
•ent by mail on receipt of the money by addiess
log
i

on

1878,

at ten o'clock in the forenoon; said
the Classls of Michigan, and from Rev. R. paper on “The Armenians,” by George
premises are described In said mortgage ss
the north-east quarter of north-westquarter of
Pieters of the 1st Ref. Church. Rev’s. Smith; “The Leper of Aosta,” a thrilling
Did you see and try those cream puffs section twenty-nine,In town elirht north, range
Prof. Beck, Coplin and Uiterwyk Joined story, translated from the French by Miss
»
*u Mid County of Ottawa and Stale
and nice cookies at the City Bakery, every of Michigan.
in the exercises,and expressedtheir high
Hated, March 2ftth, 1878.
Clare de Graflenreidt ; “Oliver Cromwell day fresh.
The Gray Medicine Co.,
JOHN SPOON, Mortgagee.
appreciation of the character of their co- and the Puritans,” by Alfred H. GuernNo. 10 Mechanics'Block, Detroit, Mich.
Wm. N. Anokl, Att'y for Mortgagee. 7-18w
A fink lot of Summer Shawls just relaborer in the gospel.
df-Sold in Hollandby Heber Walsh and by all
sey; and “R<jse Elliot,” a Scottish story,
ceived
*
Druggists everywhere.
4tMy
The sermon was preached by Rev. Prof. by Jane G. Owston. Rev. Dr. Deems, the
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Sale.
Scott, and from it we gather the following
editor, contributes the regular sermon, the
ry: FAULT having been made In the conditions
facts concerning one who has lived and subject being “God’s Glory shining in
Du. F. S. Ledeboer has made arrange IJ of a certain mortgage exeentedby Peter H.
labored in this city, for twelve years, and Jesus;” “Popular Exegeses,” of several ments to keep his office at the Drug Store Chappell and Elizabeth Chappell to George W.
Wimdward, bearing date the sLih day of Apill, A.
who was deservedly held In high estima- passages of Scripture. There are editorla oi J. O. Doesburg, where he can be found # rF*' *nd recorded in the olHce of the Register
of Deeds for Ottawa County, State of Michlga
tion.
corameuts upon “Anniversary Week,” and from 10 to 11 a. m. and 8 to 4 p. m., or at on the fifteenth day of June, A. D. 1872. at hi

HARRINGTON.

E- J.

at

'

Mortgage

PEAK,

I.

PROFESSIONAL

Dr.

was horn in

Stewart

1822, in other current topics of interest; and

criti-

was favored with a cal notices of several leading books of the
pious and excellent mother, who was mouth, etc., etc. Taken all in all, this
widowed when her children were young. number of the Sunday Magazine full
Being convertedto God, at the age of 10, fills the implied iu its title-thatof a
he entered upon a course of education to magazine of a distinctivelyreligious
fit him for the ministry, at New Bruns- character, while in its general li'erary tone
and in the profusion of its illustrations, it
wick, N. J., where he graduated from the
is fully up to the mark of the foremost
Theological Seminary of the Reformed magazines of America and Europe.
Dutch Church, and was licensed in 1846
Each number of this brilliantperiodical
contains
128 quarto pages of delightful
Even as a student, he was considered a
and instructivereading and the lustra
young man of cultured tastes, and ot tions, which number over seventy, are of
social and gentlemanly qualities of more a highly interesting character. ‘The anthan average merit. His first settlement nual subscription price of the Sunday
was in a small church, called Greenville, Magazine is but $3, postpaid,aud single
copies may be obtained for 25 cents. Adin Westchester Co., N. Y., where he did an
dress Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,
Somerville N. J. and

his residence on Eighth

and near which he

over five years,

organized and took the charge of
church, called Bronxville.

-

Mr.

came

Store man wishes to inform the Ladies of
this city

and vicinity that he will keep on

hand a

full supply

of sewing machine

needles for all machines.

Advertisements.
Cooai:sijn Herchut.

nEAOH BRO’8, Com ml mI on Merchant*, and
13 dealers Id Grain, Floor and Produce. Hlirh.

S

aCt
£ei.paid for wheat- °®c» at Geioifa
old utand, Eighth street,Holland,
17-iy

Mich.

NOTICE.

self-supporting, and the latter built

market.

Try Johnstcn’s Sarsaparilla the
the

from debts.

best in

S,™mlnl,,e °“r ,Mk'

tf

Holland, Mich., June 4.

In

Cheap Cash

pditional facal.

two be

their house of worship, and entirely freed
it

there Is claimed to be due at the date hereof the
sum of two hundred and forty-six dollars and four
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-dve
dollars providedfor In said mortgage,and no suit
or proceeding having been Instituted at law to recover the debt
del
now remaining secured by said
mortgage or any part thereof; Notice Is therefore
hereby given, that by virtue of a power of eale
contained in Mid mortgageand pursuant to utatme
In such caeo made ami provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue
of the mortgaged premises therein described, town : all that certain piece or parcel of land situate
n the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
known and describedas fo.Iows:to-wlt: commencing at an iron post In the Grand Rapids and
Muskegon State Road four chains and fifty four
and one-hnlf(MM) links north-westerly from a
grind atone In the flrst angle of the said state road
west of the eart line of section thirty-rnr and running from thence south, thirty minutes west, one
chain and slxiy one links; thence north, elghtyninc degrees and thirty minutes west, two chains;
thence north, thirty minutes east, three chains
twenty-nineand one-half links to an Iron post;
thence south forty-nine degrees and forty-five minutes east, two chains and sixty-one links along the
said state road to the place of beginning; Also
that piece or parcel of land sltuatefnthe Countv
of Gttawf , State of Michigan,known and described
as follows: commencing at a point In the Muskegon State Road, said point being the north-west
corner of a lot owned by the said Elizabeth Chappell and running from thence south, along the
west line of the said Elizabeth Chappell,to the
south-westcorner of said lot; thence west to the
half quarter line: thence north on said half quarter line to the centre of said State road; thence
sonth-e.'isterly
along the centre of said Mate road
to the place of beginning,and being a fractional
part of the south east quarter of section number
thirty-four,town eight north of range thirteen
west; all containing abont one acre and a half of
land more or less, together with the hereditaments
ar d appurtenancesthereunto belonging or in any
wise appertaining;at the front door of the Court
House of said Ottawa County,In theWty of Grand
Haven In said county, on the twenty-fourth

---

-----

E. J. Harrington, the

also

second

a

The

—

which the power to sell In said mortanswer any gage has become operative, on which mortgage
reason of

hold himself in readiness to
and all calls, day or night.

il

excellent work for the Master, and fur his 53, 55 and 57 Park Place, corner of College
denomination; and where he remained Place, New York.

VETERINARY SURGEON,

&

street, near C.

M. L. S. R. R. crossing, where he will

July 1852 he removed to the old

Yon Intend

If

of

ing’s “legend of Sleepy Hollow.” The

17-if

to Paint,

Tarrytown, on the Hudson, the Call at the Drug Store of Heber Walsh,
well known Jocation of Washington Irv- and examine the
church

i878.

EXCURSIONS

!

!

Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors.

the steamer
These paints are mixed ready for the
tions had worshiped, and around which
brush, sold by the gallon, and can be aptheir dust was lying in the grave, had beHaving been rebuilt and refittedlait winter,
plied by any person. Sample cards free.
come unfitted for use and hence the great
White Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes,&c.,
labor of his pastorate was to secure a new
F.
day of June, A. D. 1878, «t two o’clock In
very
5_i3w
the afternoon,to pay the sum doe on said mortchurch and parsonage.The effort was
gage with Intereatand costs Inclnding said attorney
fo,Hzba,,s?/cS.z".b,ie,h*t
h'u
lee.
crowned with complete success, and when
Whilk coughs and colds are very prevall was finished and poidfor, (and the two alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s
Can be accommoda'ed on abort notice for thr>
were worth over |30.000,) he left his Cough and Lung
tf
email eum of FIVE DOLLARS, taking them down
in<rl?h m0UKh 0f B!ack Lake in die morning, leavpleasant homo, and his attached people
•
or H,!vht!man? l,r,!Jg,Them back ,n lh0 0TenLime, Lath, Shingles, Cordand came to the 2nd. Ref. Church in this
Punctuality, accuracy, steadfastness, iccommocliit«me
1 *'“>'« P™P*™d to
citj
dispatchand purity are excellenthabits.
nntique'&uifillng where some six genera-

TWI-LIO-ht

cheap.

BROUWER,

CAPTAIN

Syrup.

.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

He was called to Holland in 1865, mak- Smith’s saleratus has them all well develing a visit of inspection that summer, and oped. When used properly it attends

ZEELAND, MICHIGAN.
Refer* with permissionto J. Flieman, Holland.
H. 8prlk. Holland. T. Evans, Holland, K. NIee.
Zeeland. Wm. Pycok, Zeeland, H. Van Evk, Hoi
land, J. Terbcek,Holland.

Particular attentionwill be paid to castrating
and treatinghorses,and orders can be left at Mr.
C. Blom, Fr. Zeeland, Mich., or at Wm. Van Putten
Holland.
7.2m

again in Feb. 1866, he accepted the

cement, always on hand at the

strictlyto business and is punctual, accu-

call,

now

heaven in the
very vigor of manhood. His congregation here, small

first,

bership of over 100.

has grown to a

As

iu previous

Notice

ple,

much

and

to the temporalities

of

on

his peo-

mainly through his efficientcooperation,

a monument to

his memory.

Second
mouth

a

warm

friend of all denomina-

tional efforts for. the extensionof God’s

ready. Teeth extracted, 25
Irora $1 00

fillings,

retary of itsCouncil. Thesuspensionof the
last

Gen-

Synod was a sad blow to his heart
and often depressed his spirits. The
students had a valuable friend in the

Best While Lime

16-2w

E. J.

BOOTS & SHOES.
A

The

Ladies’ walking shoes, etc.,

Cheap Cash Store of

&

Wm.

IMw

public and private character of

Rev. Dr. Stewart was thus summed up by

the preacher, who has known him

for

nearly forty years.

S T

ution^e6 d,8eMe8 8UCCeMfu,|y tre“^. ttLul-

and effective in his pulpit discourses. From pastoral labors he never
shrunk, and for ministerial work anyforcible

where was ever ready. As

a

man

he

was

Will make

The

Grand Rapids Business College
fits its pupils

Eastern

S1N9LE PASSAGE,

WM.
34,

U.

1878.

FINCH.
15 8w

Sheriff's Sale.

Salt at $1.80 per barrel and at

--

•«•»> - r— best cheese In the city

QomiMnant.
Is

kept

at

transactionscould willingly join in or and

and
principles that seemed

fie was incapable of
tions. In
tained

all the relations of life he

main-

a character which was above

deplored. His buried
beautiful Greenwood.

lose will be felt and

dust lies in

am

‘He was honored with the degree of D.
D. by Rutgers College in 1878, and

in 1874

<fc

it

to private parties throughtry

my

“Centen-

nial Snits.”

E. F.

Holland, May

SUTTON/

16,

1878.

5/riMr.

14-4w.

P'

By

Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.
Etc., Etc.

GROH, Come

and see for yourself, no

lady should get

r

did

&

PRICES ARE LOW.
- ---

CHICAGO

M5; SOUND

upon.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
TfilP 13.011, be relied

White Lead, Painta, Oils, Varnishes,
Brushes, etc., cheap for cosh, at

J. 0.

DOESBURG.

t0 aIT,ve at Holland, next

VAN PUTTEN

Holland. April

&

SONS.

27, 1878.

At the

New

Hardware Store
-

OF

-

J.Vanderveen,
Will be found a l^rgsMSortment of new goods

the defendant therein named, I

Plows, Cultivators, Drags,

issxaeepa*?? Hay and Manure Forks,
Hoes,
A NEW STORE. Com Planters, Rakes,
of r
Also a complete atock

.W

U

fl,reen "c«l- SMee
that I shall expose said lands lor aale
at public vendue to the highest bidder to satisfy
the amount doe on said execution,including coats
and wllectlon fbes^atthe ffcont door of the Court

nerioy

onthJ IiIfL0

^eMorP.1nv;rli1o.pdteofMc'z''

T“"k

GKR/OCER/IIES
and

will

Together with a large assortment of COOI^
8TOVE8 of the beat manafacturers..

also keep on hand a stock of good

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to

ty

on
ten 0 clock in the forenoon.

Gr*nd Hav*n, Mav

General Hardware,

*”<•

°f.G™nd HaTon. In said County,
the tkirUwrth day of July, 1878, at

a Dress Lift for

HARRINGTON.

\

. 1 have Purchased the nreml-es formerly owned

-

22nd, 1878.

JOOS VERPLANKE.

25 cents at

E. J.

show goods.

trouble to

virtue of an execution,issued out of and

dJvol
Ma^'lKTR^.'nrt
te,t®d on Uw 13th
any 01 May, 1878, and founded upon a decree en-

Dated,

Evert

Caps,

Groceries,

1878.

Defendant.

also prepared to sell it bottled

re-

name will live in this
a worthy citizen whose

proach, and his

community as

I

deliver

true humanity, out the city. Come and

intentional decep.

Hats

AtTo’clock, p. m.. to arrivein Chicagonext momat ® •• J0- and will leave Lawler A Asher's
Dock, at Chicago,every

tt.

also the soul of near the corner of Ninth and Maple streets.
Beer can be had by the glass or barrel,

a

ROOST L SON,

Dry Goods,

FRIDAY EVENINGS,

ansan Thompson,

Pessink’s Bakery, as well as fresh crackers.

NOTICE.

-

o

ntf

Tuesday, Thursday and
SATURDAY EVENINGS,

Ellis Thompson,

uprightness, and honor, and in no kind of

acto or

-

Corner Ninth and River Street,

w*rd' °r

wholesalefor $1.25 per barrel at

The

9-tf

But we will soon move to our own store on River
Street, now being bnilt. We have just received a large new stock of

Monday, Wednesday and

sx.w.zr.r

dAsi

for practical

HARRINGTON.

KIRKLAND.

Will leave Harrington's Dock every

Holland. May

E. J.

H.

1878.

Q

is

in-

former often made him appear as too
I hereby inform the citizensof Holland,
unyieldingin bis opiniods, the latter made
and
surrounding country that I will hencehim one of the most berJevolent and kind
forth
do a retail business at my brewery,
hearted of man, and one of the most faith-

hear with

E

10.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

G.

sympathetic In his nature. While the

beneath the dignity of

IVT

April

TRI-WEEKLY TRIPS between

HOLLAND

pointless brand— -never before in this city.

remarkably tfneerej*his convictions, and

He was

MARY

House Moving.

those terms, but was* studious, careful, a

and often very

WM.
Grahd Havix,

CAPTAIN SNYDER,

Fancy Tobacco again as before. Try that new

very homelike, and thorough In its

great lover of the truth,

E A

H. Kirkland, Proprietor.

The best accommodation for the travelling pubcan always be found, night or day, at the
above Hotel. The best imported liquors and
cigars always on hand.

Pesslnk Brothers are taking the

As a preacher he was not eloquentnor atruction, and
brilliant, in the common acceptationof usefulness.

ful of friends.

1878. K

MEDICAL.

Milwaukee

lic

Ottawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange for
real estate In the City of Holland.
5,_tr
Inquireat this Office.

1

Jv.

Grand Haven, Michigan.

_

TN

JfGTO

(R(RI

Railroad Hotel,

J.

fresh Eggs and also a quantity

A CO.,

HA

J.

Detroit and

GO.,

HUMMEL
1878.

a bargain

at

at the

Burned out by the late Fire we re-opened In
the store formerly occupied by

.

-

and Gentlemen. Also,

Rubbers, Slippers

LAND WANTED.
KRUISBNGA,
JOHN KRUI8ENGA.
E.

lead in this city in Cigars and

pastor of Hope Church.

of

&

complete slock of Boots and Shoea

for Ladies’

G.

New Tannery of

Holland, May 15,

only $1.00 per barrel

HARRINGTON’S.

ID

F.

John Krulsenga haTpoV.

upward. Silver

1878.

T E

HUMMEL

of dove manure.

hehvntllnl!^ttOC,k.ln ‘rado and credits due to and

cents.

at

eral

The

the City of Holland, has this dav been dlsaolved

50 to 75 cents. All work
warranted. These prices to remain for
thirty days only. Office opposite Busman’s
1st,

the

A large quantity

oft"

filling, from

Kingdom, and was especiallyinterested
in Hope College. For the twelve years of
Clothing Store.
his pastorate he was among the most acHolland, June
tive Trustees of the Institution and SecTheological Department by the

»

quality, from $8 00 to $9 00; full

is

A. UST
at

set $18.00. A liberal discountwhen the
Gold

He was

W

n-3n,

F.

teeth, single plate, $10.00; Full set, $20,00.

11th street, built

will remain with us as

1818.

Dissolution Notice.

hereby given that Dr. B. R.

Ferguson will do work at cheap as you
cau get it done in the Stale. My price
list is as follows. The best quality of

the convenient parsonage and

fine church edifice

is

1,

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

Captain.

set-

tlements he has bad to give his energies
very

Holland, June

Dental Notice.

mem-

BROUWER,

F.

other brands.

goes to his reward in

Cheap Cash Store of

k. Meis; ^pJizw'
Terms very Reasonable.

to

.

1TEW FIRM!!

P i ^ and.br‘,u*ht home at the time agreed

Michigan about June 1st, of rate, steady and pure. Expansion and
the same year. Since then he has been dispatch are its best holds. Always full
the faithful pastor of Hope Church, and weight. Only use % as much as of any
and came

,

Mich.,

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

PICNICS,

—

HORSE ©ELDER

I

SPECIAL PARTIES

A3ST1D

Wo

A.O.L *

^ HKS1SSS

Kind Treatment and

I

Fair

dealing can be relied on.
Ilou,SDi

May25,

a

-

x

respectfullysolicita ahare al your patronage.
Old metals taken In exchange.

GIVE US A
J.

SPAETH.
Holland, April

15,

GALL

VANDERVEEN.
1877.

•
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Wheat is heading out nicely and rye is
The bridge across Blank River, known
beginning to ripen in some favorite local- as the “Scholte Bridge” is being overhauled.
lilies.

lotting
Rev. N. M. Steffeus,of Silver Creek,
111.,

“Case” Wiersema

has accepted the call to Zeeland, Mich,

opening, at his restaurant

As soon

“the logs come down”

as

evening. Don’t

have a gram

will

this-

fail to tiy his

(Saturday)

cream.

Fernando Wood’s

efforts

on a new

were all in vain, the
killed on Wednesday last.
tariff bill

bill

was

A Large and Fine

ISTEW stock;
CORNER CEDAR

m-^MONUMENTS

Glass eyes for horses are now mad
The steam yacht Sea Gull was libelled
commence running night and day.
with such perfection that the animal
on Saturday last, and lied up to HarringRev. C. Van der Veen left this week ton’s dock by the U. 8. Marshal on Wed- themselves cannot see through the decepattend the session of the nesday morning

to

tion.

And

On Sunday

President Hayes has signed the

bill

forbiddingany further contraction of the
legal teqder notes. That

is

office at Holland, Mich.,

June 6,

1878:

Walter Walterson, Henry Smith.

one good job

to the credit of the present Congress.

the Post

.

Roost’s

kiln,

frame of Klaasen &

last the

’near their new brick yard

was blown down,

creating some delay

and damage.

Wm. Vbkbeek, P. M.

It Is proposedto annex Paraguay to the
new store for Mr. Win. Van Pdt- Argentine Republic, aud the project finds
ten’s drug business U assuming a finer favor with the Paraguayans, who think

tost

BLETS, HEADSTONES

last.

t«'<xcneral Synod of the Reformed Church.
List of letters remaining in

Perkins, BOOTS

llanutacturcn«f

shingle mill of Pfanstiehl & Griswold will

for the East,

&

Luce

—

& EIGHTH STREETS.

nil

Rev. Dr. Phelps

left

on Friday of

R. Pieters,Jas. F.

last

Zwemer

and Elder T. Keppel on Monday

last to

attend the session of Uie General Synod of

— o

Wo keep coniUmly on hand the belt kind of
stock, and also a nice varletv of designs. Letter
Ing done In the English, Hollandand German languages, as desired.

Prices Low.

Mr. P Zalsman, whose hotel btfrnePnal

presumed that he

way

settled in some

otel, but lately iu the shingle mill cf

with the insurancecompanies, but be h

U

evidentlyforgotten
bills

settle all his

fanstiehl

litt

Somebody

callmiTsee

wilting over the signature of

Qrondmt of

last

article

last to

left

saw

off the fore-

hand, and damaging

Hollander is

still

harping about

that petition,and don’t seem to be willing

we will reply as soon as the writer will to believe our statement that we had nothoff his mask and sign his own name.
ing to do with the “getting up” of that

throw

Anonymous

writers are beneath our notice. petition. If you

Wherever we go

or drive, we find

Call at the

Rev. A. T. Stewart,D. D.

We

would like to see some young

ou

know

anythingdifferent,

neighbor, then bring your proof, like a
man, and cease your

silly insinuations.

people engaged fixing up the roads, filling

man

if the right

takes hold of

make

it

Wm.

Van Putten. We must congiatulateMr.
Van Putteu in securing a clerk so efficient,
and at the same time so well acquainted

An 18-year old son of Mr. A. Visscrs, with the customers trading at his store.
up and grading, and on a piece just south residing about four miles north of this Welcome back to Holland, Dan!
of the city limits,on the continuationof city, fell from a swing and broke his arm
We have received a sample of cheese of
River street, claying and graveling is being last week. Swinging seems to have bethe first made at May Station, and, of
done.
come very popular recently, and we bear
course, allowing for everything being new,
\ rumors of several accidents in consequence,
The building of sidewalks at Vrieslnnd
and made with a great deal of haste, looks
the particulars of which we could uot asvery well. We sincerelyhope that their
and Drenthe seems to have become more
certain.

is

being laid from

efforts will be

unceasing In the direction

^

a gcxKi model and a very fine engine in
ing on Decoration Day, our friend Geo.
her. The Rogers is intendedfor the route
W. McBride, Esq., of Grand Haven, has
session of the Common Council that Albetween Saugntuck and this city, and when
derman E. Van der Veen has petitioned
made quite a bit in the two speeches he
all is ready the captain will say a few
for street room for building pjrposcs,
made on the same day. This only goes
words to tl\e public himself.
which was granted. As soon as his brick
to show that Holland City has had, and
arrives work on bis new block will be
Definite advices from the Oregon elec- still has, young attorneys that are not to
pushed forward. The carpenters are tion indicate that the democrats have be sneezed at.
hard to work making preparations.
carried off the substantial fruits of victory,
“Dr.” Boslsio has turned up at Denison,
namely, a member of each house of con- Texas, where lie advertised extensively his
The base ball club from Douglas visited gress. Whitaker, the democratic candipeach-branchremedy and himself, did
this city on Saturday last and played a
date for congress, is elected, as is also a considerablebusiness,borrowed money,
friendly match game with our college boys legislature which will not return Hippie-

We

ou

glean from the minutes of the

the College

Campus.

The

visitors

pay the highest market
rice for hides, hams, and all
I

inds of farmer’s

Of the neatest styles and bsst qualitieswhisk I
offer cheaper than anybody else.

produce.

Come and examine my Makes Custom Work a
STOCK.
Specialty.
J.KUITE
EIGHTH

8T.,

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

D R

K.

VAN RAALTE.

5-18w

W. &

CROCKERY!

ELFERDINK’S

H.

last

were Mitchell to the senate. This

obtained goods on credit from stores,and

a result suddenly decamped, it ia supposed for the
victorious,and the score at the close stoot}/
upon which the country is to be con Pacific coast. The Nem of that city says
20 to 18. The Douglas dub was accomgratulated—unless Cronin should happen “His trunk, which he had left at his

gentwmemfromSauga-

panied by several

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Fresh and alted Heats.

the Vriesland church to the townhouse, ^fTiiE new steamer Rogers called at this of excellence, as the quality of the article

and another reaching almost from Drenthe port for the first time on Saturday last, will decide the question— “does it pay.”
to Vriesland. That region is very pro.
and although the boat is uot completely
Judging from the report in the Allegan
perous and is destined to become rich.
finished, she looks like a fine boat, having
papers about the Temperance Mass Meet-

Boots and Shoes

For the best kind of

To day (Saturday) “Dau” Riley takes
place as drug clerk for Mr.

NEROLD.

1877.

DEALER in

KZTJITIEJ

at the right time, he could

up holes, cleaning out ditches, rounding

and more popular. One

OJf —

kind of young man

a successful start.

his old

1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

Market

eat

and Eighth streets. We

River

think that

The

E.

Hollanb, Mich., Sept.

Holland, Mich., Aug. 28 1877.

enterprising enough to put a good sprinkler

two more fingers severely.

published

Tuesday, to which

late

US.

I am now selling the Howe Sewing Machine,
and will henceforthkeep it for sale at my store.
Peddling machines with wagons has been abolished
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
aie too low te admit of any expense in that way.
Call ia and get bargains.

Griswold, was unfortunate

nger from his

“Correspondent” had an
in Ik

&

ough on Tuesday

around town.

We

Chas. Kellogg, a deaf and dumb boy, and valuable informationfurnished In conho was formerly to work at the City nection with the obituary article of the

long since, has left for parts unknown. It
is

Work Warranted and

their country is in such a bad way that
with each other in finishing and beautify- annexation alone can save it.
ing the building. When finished, it will
tender our thanks to Profs. Scott Givs ns a call before you order, and patbe a fine drug
ronize your home industry.
and Crispellfor the assistance rendered
1

at

A Complete a-sortmentof Children’s and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, andafhlllins of
Ladle*' and Uentleman’awear.

aspect, the carpenters and painters vying

store.

the Reformed Church.

received

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

kinds of

CEMETERY WORE
- IN STONE. -All

& SEOES
—

HEROLD,

E.

The

week, and Revs.

---

OF

is

to be chosen in Mitchell’s place.

From and
NO.

22

intend to devote to this

RIVER STREET,

Holland, - - - Michigan
The above Arm nuke a specialtyof enstom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house In the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice variety ol
Ladtea and Children atoea and galtera.

W. * H.

KLFERDINK,

A

3

of White Granite

plete stock

and C. C. Ware.

A

liberal deduction to

who buy

sets or in large

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow

FOR SALE.

Ware

boarding-house,was discovered perfectly

tuck and Douglas/Wludlng Mr. Chas. F.

and will keep on hand a com-

those

Short Notice,

line ol

trade the necessary attention,

Repairing neatly done and at

84-ly

date, I

after this

large supplies.

in

Acre Fruit Farm containing aomeftOObearlng

empty; even the leeches had gone with crape vines, 100 Cnrrant bashes; Strawberries;
Wasson, editor of the Lajie Shore CommerThe Beach Brothers have opened a reg-\
Allegan Journal Wonder if he Fears, Apple, Quince, Chestnnt, Mulberry,Appricot. Cherry ana Peach trees In bearing.
cial.
ulur commission business in the store reNo money required down Inquire of
took his monkey along this time.
cently occupied by Mr. H. Gezon, iu the
J. VAN LANDEGEND,
For excursions at any and all times,
Holland.Mich. Jannarv 1878.
first ward, and will give their attention
The following are the arrivalsand cleararrangements can be made with Capt.
principally to buying wheat. They will
nces up to Friday morning:
Frank Brouwer. His^ boat, the steamer
ARRIVED.
also handle flour and country produce,
Twilight, was rebuilt and enlarged last
une 3.— 8chr. Four Brothers, Chicago, light.
and this will add One more market where
“ A— Prop. R. T. Rogers, Haugutuck.bis & Jars.
winter by the master hand of A. Ander“ 3.— “ M. Oreh, Chicago,1 ton lard, 3 brls
farmers can expect to get the regular marlinseed oil, 3 pkgs mdse.
son, and is now a handsome boat, and
“ 8.— Schr. W. M. Bates, Chicago, light.
ket value for their grain. We hope the
well calculatedto accommodate small
“ 5.— “ Tri Color, Milwaukee,80 brls salt.
Beach Brothers will succeed in foicing “ 5.— “ Hope, Ludington,33 m shingles.
parties. For Sunday School picnics he
“ 6.— Prop. M. Groh. Chicago, 87 pkgs sundries.
the confession from our farmers that they
“ 5.— “ McMillan,Saugatuck,light.
has a large barge which can be fitted up
can do just as well in Holland us in Granijy
CLEARED.
to accomodate a vast umout of children in
Rapids.— See4he«^«a«d^>o-«Bulher pilge. May 31.- Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 200 hemlock
perfect safety. His prices are very low.—
lies. 5,470 ft oak lumber, 20 cds
bark.
See advertisement.
It will be painful to the friends of Mr. June 8.— Schr. Four Brothers, Chicago, 80 cds
wood.
Elizra Hopkins, of whom there is a large
“ 8.— Prop. R. T. Rogers, Saugatuck, 17 pkgs
A grand excursion is to come off on
circle, to learn that the ulcer on his left
dso.
Monday, June 24th, on the large and
“ 3.— “ M. Groh. Chicago, 8 m ft timber and
jaw, on whb’h he had an operation peranndries.
staunch propellerMary Groh. Although
Jewelers,
formed several weeks ago, by Dr. Shep- “ 8.— Schr W. M. Bates, Chicago, 4,000 bdls
under the auspicesof Unity Lodge, 191,
brnah.
pard at Grand Rapids, has been pronounc“ 5.— “ A. Flagger, Port Sheldon,light.
F. & A. M., the invitationis extended to
dealers in
‘* — “ Spray, Chicago, .’tocd* wood.
ed to be cancer. As a sort of last resort,
“ 5.— Prop. McMillan,Saugatock, 8,800 ft maple
the public in general. The boat will go
flooring,1 m ft moulding.
Mr. Hopkins, on Monday, resolved to conseveral miles on Lake Michigan, leaving
“ 8— Schr. Tri-Color, Milwaukee, 85 m f b Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
sult some of the eminent surgeons at Chistaves, 838 brl heading.
parties at the harbor to ramble over the
cago. Dr. F. S. Ledeboer and other “ 5.— “ Hope, Ladington, 250 tm potatoes.
Fancy Goods.
4 brls flour, 300 lbs butter, 100
hills, If they wish, and will take them on
friends accompaniedhim, and the above
doaeegs, 80 lbs cheese.
board on the home trip— the whole ride
“ 5.— Prop, M. Uron, Chicago, 213 r r ties, 7 m
discouraging report of the result of the
ft oak timber, 75 m shingles, 25
amounting to about 20 miles, for the small
hi f b staves 10 pkgs mdse.
consultation held there saddened all hope
sum of 25 cents. It will certainly be one
entertained for his recovery.
The nationalgreenback party met in
of the finest opportunitiesof the season,

g. j.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10
I

1.

1877.

have engaged the services of

Joslin&Breyman, Mr.

Watchmakers |

vaarwerk.

of

Who

A.

J.

Griffin,
Now York City,
is a

practical cutter

and

and am now prepared
to make up suits according the
latest styles and fashions.
In this connection I have
purchased a stock of Broadtailor,

cloths, Cassimeres; of the latest

Spring styles, and will guarantee a perfect fit. Prices reasonable.

8.

Jewehy &

and will be largely participated in. There
will be a hop at the City Hotel in the eve-

At

the Vriesland cheese factory every-

thing seems to be working well, and

it

state

convention At Grand Rapids, on

Wednesday. Three hundred and

is

ample expected that the building will have to be delegates were present, and nominated the
following stale ticket: Governor, Henry
arrangements are being made for first-class
enlarged yet during the present season.
meals and accommodations.— Sec posters Between patting water in the milk, and 8. Smith, of Grand Rapids, lieutenantgovernor, Lysander W. Ward, Oakland
around town.

Within

the past few weeks

occasion to learn
outside

of

from

this city

we had

parties residing

ments— there is no
deal of gossip

of

the farmers wives

posed, according to adopted rules, and
the

every respect at the Phoenix Planing Mill,

among

and a good

honesty and cleanliness are readily ex-

procure sash, doors, blinds, etc., they
concluded that they could do better in

little fun

require-

and daughters,and whereas all the points

that after their most

dilligentsearch for the cheapestplace to

wooden pails— contrary to

means

at

hand to

among

Lenawee county;

milk,

Geo. H. Bruce,

treasurer,

Herman Gol-

Saginaw; auditor general,
Levi Sparks, Berrien. The convention
adopted a platform, as follows: “First the
unconditionalrepeal of the so-called

re-

second, the issue of

all

paper money

the dairy maids uf Vriesland.

state,

the
Cheap Cash Store of

EAmiJTQTOjr.

E. J.

s.

All Kinds of Spectacles.

•

Importer of

English and Scotch Ales,
Mall Sitae of Cold Peas.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland, March

84,

1878.

—

RIDLEY
A

and

—

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,
In balk and In Bottle.

6— Ij.

No. 100 Monroe Street,

achell, East

we may
sumption act;
some more sport

test

safely look forward to

county; sectretaryof

and take the first

choice, at

sixty

ning, for the lovers of quadrille, and

using

Call soon

HALL (Stand Bapl<«9

fiEleko

Also Agent for Robert Smith Brewery, N. W.
cor. of 5tn and Minor atreeta, Philadelphia.Mr.
Robert rimlth, baa ancceeded in making and Introducing an Ale, which be calls “India Pale Ale,”
and baa succeeded so well that It is highly recommended as a tonic for weak persona.

HOME SCHOOLe

to be a full legal tender for

all debts, public and private; third, that E, BAUDER, A, M,, Principal,
A second attempt to assassinate the Em- no more interest-bearing bonds of the
Assistedby Mrs. BAUDER and DAUGHTERS,
other of the villages oi cities surrounding*peror of Germany has happily failed, al- government of any kind or class, be
with other ExperiencedTeachers.
us. This is an important fact, and should though the old man is suffering consider- issued, and that all bonds now outstandNow open— Pupils admittedat any time. Course

of which H. W. Verbeek & Co. are proprietors, than at

be

known

Grand Rapids,

or any

Inflicted,and ing be paid as speedily as possible; fourth, of Instructionembraces Engiish,Mathematics.
Ancient and modern Languages and Ornamental
Tell your neighbor, that if he wanta to from loss of blood in consequence of sur- the enactment of such laws as will best Branches.
For catalogns or admission,apply to the Princibull&, he can buy cheaper io Holland lhau gical operations, the latest dispatches ex- protect the industriesof this nation, and
pal at Fbnton, Ginkbsb Co.. Mioh.
in Grand Rapids, and not alone in sash, press the hope of his complete reervery. confer the greatest good upon the greatest

well

throughout the colony.

able from the

many wounds

but this city is at pre- The sympathy felt for him throughout bis number; such legislation should be had
sent undersellingGrand Rapids in dry empire and the city wherein be lives, that the number and hoars of daily toil be
goods, groceries,boot* and shoes, hard- and, in fact, throughout the civilized reduced, giving the working classes more

doors and blinds,

ware, paints, oils’, drugs

This idea

of

and medicines.

world, will prove a balm and solace to

running to Qrand Rapids for of no

everything,on account of cheapness

common power, and

him

is so universal

that it produced astonishment at the best
effete-thattime ia passed. Holland, at centres of information. This second efpresent, undersells Grand Rapids in most fort to murder the head of the German
all the necessaries of life, and ihh is no nation will doubtless act disastrously

mere assertion,but can be proven by
eral parties who

is

.sev-

original dispatch sec inside.

hnsineaa von can engage in. $5 to ISO
dav made by any worker ot either
* rex, right in their own localities. Partlcnlarsand samplesworth $5 free. Improve yonr
spare time at this business. Address Stinson
Co., Portland, Maine.
• 8-lv

BE

7* I per

7*

A

decay and death; fifth, the coinage of silfor Sale.
ver to he placed upon the same footing as
that of gold; sixth, the repeal of the naI Will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
tional banking law. We deprecate all soil, six mile, from this city. Ne.r church
efforts to redress wrongs by
. the violation and school honse, at a bargain, 80 acres
of this land U partiallyimproved. Also
40 actes of unimproved land in the Towndemand that all government lands be re- ihip of Fillmore.Inquire of
served for actual settlers only.”
M. D. HOWARD.

on

have taken the trouble to

test it practically.

improvment and social
enjoyment, saving them from premature
leisure for mental

nrOT

Farm

_

42-tf

A splendid stock

of Cigars

outer liquors always on

and

hand.

10-tf

BANKING.

JACflBIiS

Film

BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
. Dees a general Banking, Exchange, and CeHection bnalneee. Collections made on *0 points in
ike United SUtee and Europe, Particnlar alien-

Remittances made on the day of payment. AH
boalneM intraatedtv me ihalf have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deeoaits, aubjec;
to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought and
sold. Tickets te and from all point* In Iniepe

T

“

"7

JACOB TAN

POTTO.

F
I

THE OLD HOME.
not a

It ia

<

home; she visited no family but that of
a clergyman who resided in the same

antJe oldoji*

“ ‘ Will not the news of my
sufficientto convince you?’

death be

village.

“‘No,’ I returned; ‘I might have
1 such a dream, and that dream aocitally come to pass. I will have
me strongerproof of its reality.’
“ ‘You shall,’ said he; and, waving
To this -som however, Irfuiy»Beresf(
hand, the bed-curtains,which were
was after k few years matried, hotwi
ison velvet, were instantly drawn np
standing the disparity of years and
•ugh a large iron hoop by which the
manifest ipprudepce, Qf aconneotio
in so tester of the bed was suspended. ‘In
unequal ifi every point of vieW. v]
that sigu,’ continued he, ‘you cannot be
Lady Beresford, was.; treated by her mistaken; no mortal arm could have
young husband with contempt and cm-, performed this.’
elty, while at the same time his conduct
“ ‘True,’ said I; ‘but sleeping we
proved him to be the most abandoned are often possessedof far, more strength
. . •*" '
than when awake ; though waking I
•By this; her second huaband, she; had, could not have done it, asleep I might,
The clergyman’s family consisted*
himself, his wife, and one son, who,
the time of Bit, Martin’s death, wasqui
ayotrth.,v
a *• -i-. J
•

With a deep nioat mosued and hoary,
jHnd a ray from bygone ulory
.Q’ec^U ruin
.

caa^

.

For its kindly cheer.

With Its glade? and leafy covers,
Ferny haunts of loiteringioVers,
And the shy wild deer.
i<

Crimson blossoms redly gloving,
Flickering shadowsp er It throwing,
ft

Veil the lichen's slain ;
unset gleams of rose and amber,

lra»sr:jA3
Lurks no ghost behind the arras,
Happy midnightdreams to hartss,
Wakes no Banshee's wall
;

Tapestry, nsr antique

Doth its sunny

hall

,

.

lumber,

.

'

Shlsld nor suit of mail.

' H

.dsii •

*

MomioA

makes its houpeboldnoises,
Bu«y iootsieps,laughing voices,
As in days of yore; , n lit ,«i ...
B urns its warm ht arth, too, brightly,
h

t'rAttis gay

pronps

gatliej*

^

'

.3iMan:i,s

'.

,

l<Mi

About 7, the clergyman by whom
she had been christened,and with
whom she hud all her life beep intimate,-

Idly walking, idly dreaming,
With he sunlrt waters gleamitg
Golden at their feet,

came into -the
health.

i

While the fair-hairedchllden plunder,

BosT-moutbed,with blue-eyedwonder,
Fruitage Wild and

sweet.

•

1

he

I shall Still

Here is a pocket-book. 'In
said, ‘ I will write my name

‘Yes,’

#

?’

hand- writing

-l..;1! .

He wrote with

„

>

I

this,’

i)

on the bed and endeavor to compose
herself to sleep. Lady Betty Oobb and

;

eleven!

She has seven on earth, and four more

heaven.

the

iionr passed, and all

room. They

lently.

7
side

np

In

•

She Is like ‘ the King’s <Uaghter”—“ all glorious
within,”* < i
Ah, you’ve guessed who It is! It fcould be no

stantly.

was quiet

in

Others

listened at the door,

I’m sure, than

you and everything remained still, but in
half an hour more a bell iang vio-

v.

"**

her son immediately called her domes- Her hair Is an beautiful-fadedand thin.
tics, and quitted the room, having first There ?re beautiful wrinkles, from forehead to
chin,
desired . them to watch their mistress
Her eyes are as charming as charming can be,
attentively;an'd, if they observed the When she looks o’er her glassesso fondly at too,
smallest change in her, to call them in-, And I know by her life, which has beantlfnl been,

replied,

on one

a pencil

In a littlewhite house ou a hillside greeu

(Lady Beresford here paused for some Lives a beautifulwomau as ever was seen ;
time; but, resuming the conversation, In the slxty-flve years that she’s lived, I may say,
Bhe’a been prowing more beautiful every day.
she entreatedthat her son would behave Yon no not believe it ? Ask Susie,my ulster,
himself so as to meriU fhe high honor She’s the very first fjereonthat ever had kissed her.
he would in future receive from a union And If she’d not nursed her by night and by day
Poor Sue would have been In a very bad way.
with the daughter of the late Lord Ty- I can bring other witnesses Whom you msy face,
They will Tell you the aame-they were in the same
rone. •'
;
.case.
She then expressed a wish to lie down “Has she lovers?” Yes, surely! No lew than
}

An

1

*

know my
“

doubt.’

A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN.

son, with yourself, behold

Thej

•

my

;

...

beautiful,darling old mother.

J -

PITH AND POINT.

,

•/ _
ATj- Ju^CASE—

flew to her apartment; but, be-

i/L

-

A telescope.
A bobbin’ red-breast—TheIndiaU.

of the leaves.

fore they reached the door, they heard
/
the maid exclaim, “Oh, she is dead 1”
gorge-tts affair— An Aldermanio
Lady Betty then bade the servants i[
quit the room, and herself,with Lady
Beresford’sson, ' approachedthe bed ol \The best policy— In the insurance
his mother.
o®oe that don’t fail.
They knelt down by the side of it *
i Unwelcome settlers— Those that offer
Lady Betty then lifted her hand and un*- 10 cents on the dollar; tied the ribbon.
It is the brake of day that prevents
The wrist was found exactly as Lady
“ ‘ I do not,’ said I, ‘ regard a slight Beresford had described it ; every sinew night from going too far.
blemish.’
Now is the time for spring cleaning.
shrunk, every nerve withered.
“ ‘ You are a woman of courage,’reThe black ribbon and pocket-book If you have not got a spring, clean out
plied he; ‘hold out you hand.’
were formerly in the possessionof Lady your well.
“I did so; he grasped my wrist; his Betty Cobb, Marlborough buildings, Russian sailors remind one of the diphand was cold ds that of death;1 in a mo- Bath, who, during her, long life, was
per constellation, because they are the
ment the sinews shrunk up, every nerve ever ready to attest the truth of this great bear’s-tars.
withered.
narrative.

A

a™-’'*"

Wander with me through the valleys.
Join my woodland walk ;
And by the streamlets willow-shaded,_

•1'

and
“

my

“ ‘Still,’ said I, ‘in the morning I
may doubt ; though waking I could not
imitate your hand, asleep I might’
“‘You are hard of belief,’ he re.oined. ‘ I might, by a single touch,
leave a mark in your flesh that would
Betty Cobb (of whose friendshipshe lnul| forbid the possibility of further doubt;
long been possessed) and a few other! but it would injure you irreparably;it
friends fr? Request the 19 to spend the day ^ Is
i'a ,ir,f
__i. *
not for spirits to touch mortal ^
flesh.’

.

Steps, that once Us precincts haunted,
Hushed by mount god sea ;
Only my sad heart remembers
FloweryJunes and dark Decembers,
Spent, old honje, in thee

'

two daughters; after whidh, inch was the
baseness of his conduct, she -insisted on
a separation.* V Y •. I o90T i 1
They parted for a few years, when, so
great wes the contrition he expressed
for his former conduct that, won over
by hi§ supplications, promises, and entreaties,she was induced to pardon, and
once more reride witji hpp, and was in
time the motlter of a son.- LT*
The ditti on which she had been qpn,«

,

,

q

libertine.

i

incumber,

*

an<f let

'

room

to inquire after her-

She told him she was perfectly well,
and requested hir^ also to spend the

^ “

m1

Musk is recommended for moths— but
The whole of the Tyrone and Beres- we suppose it must be kept out of the
my birthdiy.-Ijam 48 to-day.’1 no mortal eye behold that wrist To ford families also have ever done the way of the musk-eaters.
“ No, madam,” answered the clergy- see it were sacrilege 1 ’ He stopped— I same ; and their representatives,
at the
Why is. an elephant with the toothache
man, “ you are mistaken. Your mothej; turned to him again — he was gone.
present day, would themselvesregard
like
an American Indian? Because he
“During the time I had conversed with wonder any person who should exand myself hnyp had maijy disputea conis a real Tusk- a- roarer.
with
him
my
thoughts
were
perfectly
press a doubt concerning such wellcerning your age»-wdlliave at last dis“ What, children !. playing soldiers on
covered that I wm wglft, -1 happened to calm and collected,but the moment ho authenticatedfacte.
The
dilltie W
Wrist.
go last weqfcintq tkp parish where you was gone I felt chilled with horror ; the
Need we add that the black ribbon Sunday ?” “ Yes, mamma; but we are
were born; 1 was resolved to put an end very bed moved under me.
which bound the withered wrist, and the singing: ‘Onward, Christian soldier.’ *'
The inddents which- we are about to to the dispute; I searched the register,
“ The bird« arc now upon the wing,”
“ I endeavored, but in vain, to wake pocket-book wherein the apparition inThe teacher read : the pupil heard.
and find that you are but 47 this day.” Sir Martin; all my efforts were ineftect- scribed his name, are treasured as sacred“ Oh no,’! said he, “ it soema to me
the pj;efi<|Btcentury,and we most admit
“You have signed mv death-warrant,” nal, and in this state of agitationand yet awful relics by the senior members
The wiugH are now upon the bird.”
that thefcifrijiiwtautSti Hi(|eD0e ia'very she exqlAbhed; \n 1 hhvelbeh bqt. a few terror I lay for some time, when a of one of these families.
When we were a boy we were inclined
strong (® tfehaSPof the ^ truthfulnessof hours to Kv6. ‘ I 'ffiU^f,therefore; entreat shower of tears came to my relief and I
to the creed that a muskrat excursion
the preternatural portion of the narra- yop- to leave mo immediately, as I havq dropped asleep. , Jn the morning Sir
The Sorrows of tieuius.
was the musk-ratifying in the world. -r
tive.
Bofnetlnngof importance to settle before j Martin arose and dressed himself as
The night is waning, and the hush of Y/nkcra Gazette. T die.
/IJ/i
.I '
HI I I usual,
nnnol without
Tin
Jinn
.1, ^
I Lord, IJyrouB, was })oni in Ireland; of I,
perceiving the state the
inspiration makes the sanctum solemn.
“ When William Tell came, Gessler
noble and wealthy parents, who died
curtains
remained
in.”
'
The news editor had just written him- found him a-rival.”— Worcester Press.
When the clergyman left her, Lady
when h<f was still j veky young, r He was
After a long pause, Lady Beresford self a New York dispatch telling all Yes; and he likewise, also, found him a
Beresfcrd sent to forbid the company
left to the {guardianshipof an elderly recoming, and at the same time to request resumed her narrative in the following about the sea serpent. The political deep- archer. — G^apAic.
lation— an honorable man, but who had
editor is just closing a crusher full of
Lady Betty. Oqbb and her sop (of f kom manner
A toast at an Irish society at Greenbecome ttrqngly tainted with infidelity.
“When I awoke I found that Six blood and thunder, and winding up with wich — “ Here’s to the President of our
hr Martih was the father, ana who was
Upon this sanie gentleman’s' care was
hen about 22 years of age) to come to Martin had gone down. I arose, and, a terrific exposure. The proof-readeris society: May he live to ate the hen that
another .tfard— fish? an orphan, but of
having put on my clothes, went to the opening a new case of pencils for the
her apartment immediately. f. •*.> n
scratchesover his grave.”
the tender sex. Lord Tyrone and Miss
Upon their arrival, having ordered the gallery adjointag the apartmont and took purpose of marking all the errors in six
Gower (for that wos'thD young lady’s
What is the differencebetween Conattendants to quit the room, “I have from thence a long broom (such as cor- lines of proof. The funny man, from
najne) were therefore; brought up togress
and a highly educated poodle?
something,” she said, “of the greatest nices are swept with); by the help of the tearful expression of his sorrowful
gether1 from thefr vei^'childhoWd, and
Answer:
The poodle can do’ anything
importance to communicate to you, both this I took down, with some difficulty, countenance, is known to be in the
they -regardedeach other as brother and
but talk.— iVeu> York World.
throes
of
a
joke.
The
joke
is
born,
and
the
curtains,
as
I
imagined
their
extraorbelore I die— an evenbwhich is hot far
sister.
J “Jennie, what makes you such a bad
distant.. ,
dinary position might excite suspicion this is its name :
But we must here add that they were
in the family. •
“A
man died in Atchison, Kas., last 4irl?” “Well, mamma, God sent you
“-Yoiv Lady Betty, axe no stranger Jo.
both ediyated by their gunrdj&n ip tho'e
“I then went, to my work-box ami week, from eating diseased buffalo meat just the best children Ho could find,
principle of infi'dehtyfaiioh'h6 lilfiiself the friendshpjwhicl^ subsistedbetween
bound
a piece of black ribbon round my A clpur case of suicide from cold bison.” and if they don’t suit you I can’t help it. ”
ij Lord Ty rona'-Wd-ihyeel/
h#e.were edu«o boldly prbfesfipd. o * i;r pi
Enter the intelligent compositor.
wrist.
When I came down, the agitaIn the Chicago elevators they keep
4 1 { cated under the same roof, and in the
This guardian dying when they were
tion
of
my
mind
had
left an impression “This Atchison item, what is the last men to mend the rips in grain bags, and,
<2acli of them' about 16 years of age, they same principles of infidelity.
notwithstanding the revival wave, these
“When the friends, into whose hands on my countenancetoo visible to pass word?”
fell into very different hands. , , n
, To him, the funny man— “Bison.”
unobserved by my husband.
miscreants go on sewing tears among the
we
afterwards
fell, endeavored to per, A/ter .eome
Afld
Intelligentcompositor— “B i s-o n?” wheat.— Lowell Courier.
“ He instantly remarked it, and asked
suade
us
to
embrace
the
Christian
reboth had atfiimed their majority,they
Funny man— “ Yea.”
the cause. I informed him that Lord
“ Darling, kiss my eyelids dowp,”
made a solemil compact that whichever ligion, their arguments, though insuffi- Tyrone was no more; that he died at the
The intelligentcompositordemands is the latest moonshine song ; and he
cient to convince, were powerful enough
be informed what it means, and the
hour of 1 on .the preceding Tuesday,
to stagger our former fueling*, ?and t?
kisses them down, and up, and crossand
desired
him
never
to question me^ ainstaking funny man, with many tears,
leave ns wavering between two opinioas.
wise, and all around, and then settles on
more respectingthe black ribbon, which xplains the joke, and, with great elab- her mouth as a steady thing.
“It was, then, in this perplexing state
premeBjirigl
In
he
kindly desisted from doing. You, my oration,shows forth how it is a play on
Miss Gower was shortly afterwairi ad- of doubt apd^ uncertainty,that we made
Washington Was a native of Virginia
son, as had been foretold, I afterward ‘ cold pisen. ’’
dressed by Sir Martin Beresford, to a solemn -bromise to each other that brought into the world, and in little
“ Oh, yes,” says the intelligent com- and could not tell a lie. The Moffett
whom,, she was soon married ;, but a whichever died first should (if permitted)
more than four years after your birth positor, and retires. Sets it up “ cold bell-punch is also a native of Virginia
change oC Condition bad no power to appear to the other, and declare what reand cannot tell a lie. There is a simiyour lamented father expired in my poison.”
ligion was most acceptable to Heaven.
alter her friendship with Ldid Tyrone.
arms.
\ Funny man groans, takes the proof, larity here, if you can hatchet out.
“ Accordingly, one night, while Sir
The familifcfi visited 'each other, and
A good characterish pretty much der
“Alter this melancholy event I de- seeks the intelligent compositor, and exMartin and myself were in bed, I sudoften spent some weeks togethqr/
plains that he wishes not only to make same to a man ash a goot umbrella. Ven
A snort tjme after one of these visits, denly awoke and discoveredLord Tyrone termined, as the only probable chance a play on the word “pisen,” but also on larg glouds dhreaten over his head, all
to avoid the sequel of the prediction,
Sir Martin remarked that when hitf lady sitting by my bedside.
the word “ bison.”
he ish got to do vas to hold him up, und
forever to abandon all society— to give
“
He
was
dressed
as
when
I
had
last
came down' to breakfast her countenance
“
And
what
is that ? ” asks the intelli- der storm basses over, he is none der
was disturbed,and he inquired of her seen him, in the evening costume of the up every pleasure resulting from it, and gent compositor.
vorse.
to pass the rest of my days in solitude
day. ?
health.
;
The
funny
man
patiently
explains
that
A Chinaman never swears when he
and retirement.
“ ‘ Itis 1/ be said ; and the tone of his,
She assured him that she was quite
it means “ buffalo.”
gets
mad because there are no “cuss
“But
few
can
long
endure
to
exist
in
well.
voice, always soft and low, was now
“Oh, j/ea!” shouts the intelligent words” in his dictionary. He simply
a state of perfect sequestration;
I began
He then asked her if she had hurt her softer and lower than ever, and likewise
compositor; “now I understand.”
upsets his washtub, butts the bottom
wrist ' , ,!• .. r T Ti r- n
marked by an indescribablysolemn an intimacy with a family— with one
Mortifiedfunny man retires,and goes out, kicks a dog and feels better.
alone;
nor
could
I
then
foresee
the
fatal
“ Have you sprained it J” h<? grid, ob- gravity.
consequences which afterward resulted home in tranquil confidence and grow- BreakfastTable.
servmg a bi^efr^bon fohjid it
“ Astonished, yet not absolutely
ing fame.
Now bavaokI/T from roof to roof
from it.
She answered in the negative, and add-. frightened,but with a bewildering senThe pussy cat ia driven
Paper comes out in tie morning “cold
“ Little did I think that their sou,
Gil :
“ Let ’nie conjure you; Sir Mar- ’ sation in the brain, I screamed and enFor her there Is no sweet repose,
buffalo.”
No peace nor quiet given
tin, never to inquire the cause of my deavored to awake Sir Martin. ‘ For their only son, at the time a mere youth,
Tableau. Red fire and slow curtain.
She hatli not where to lay her bend,
would
be
the person destined by fate to
^rearing this ribbon : you will never see Heaven’s sake,’ I exclaimed, * Lord TyA VJgrant’s pangs do fill ’er,
—Burlington Hawk-Eye.
prove my destruction.
But aoon the aummer-tlmo will come
—
- --------rone, by what means or for what reason
And bring the caterpillar.
Two Saart Young Men.
“In a very few years I censed to re“ Very’ well,nWaidhe,pmih'iig!;,4;'since came yon hither at this time of night ?’
“Bill,
how did you and Tom end
Two
smart
young
men
got
on
a
Bur“‘Have yon, then, forgottenour gard him with indifference; I endeav'nomo08 W IC! ?fniea|1^ L'wjSj inquire
ored
by
every
possible
way
to conquer a lington and Cedar Rapids train and laid that dispute Sunday !” “ Why, I called
compact ?’ said he.
passion the fatal effects of which I too themselvesout to amuse and instruct him a liar and dropped the subject.”
The conversation lipro
well knew. I had fondly imagined thatl the passengers. Very many funny things “ Called him a liar? Did be take it ?”
had overcome its influence,when the even- said and very many funny things did “ Take it? Of course he took it ! But
ing of one fatal day terminated my forti- these two brilliant young men, and it I dropped simultaneously with the subthat the Christian religion is trtie, and
did seem as though Providence had been ject.”— I?reaA/ew£ Table.
the only religion by which we can be tude, and plunged me in a moment
just too kind to the other passengers to * The clever wits of Gasconv vie with
saved 1 I am further suffered to inform down that abyss which I had betm so
let them ride on the train with such one another in the freedom of their relong
meditating
how
to
shun.
the arrival of the post ?”
yon that you will soon become the
“He
had
often
solicited his parents smart young men. But presently there ligious opinions. Skid one, “I have
mother of a son, who, it is decreed, will
for leave to go into the army; and, at last loomed np for them a colossal oppor-’ been a Free-Thinker for twelve years.”
nfarry my daughter.
..... — — *
tunity, when a lady, attended by a little “ And I for ten,” said another. “ And
last Tuesday at iVclook. ”
“',Not yaairtr years after bis birth, obtaining permission,he came tolnd me
girl and a little dog, came into the car. I,” cried a third, “was already a Freefarewell
before
his
departure.
The
in“I never in my life,” exclaimedSir Sii Martin! will die, aqfl yon will marry
Martin, “beHeyed you to be supersti- again, a man by whose ill-treatment yon stant he entered the room he sank upon The two young men vied with each other Thinker— before I thought. "—Figaro.
tious ; some idle dream has surely thus will be .rendered miserable.Top will his knees at my feet, told me that he was in saying funny things about the pup.
The Baltimore Telegram makes a
miserable, and that I alone was the Presently the funniest young man said, specialty of poems for children.Here
alarmed
:
have two daughtert and- a son.
3*use.
in tones of perplexity,
Well, let me
At that instant the servant entered and
is L sample of its work;
“ ‘ But, just one month after the birth
In the nureery one dky1,
-deliveredto his master a letter sealed of this son, \yquifwiljdie, in the 47th
“ At that moment my fortitude for- see, they make dogs pay on this train,
Young Christopher, at play,
'with black.
sook me— I gave myself up for lost— don’t they ?” And thep the lady turned
year of your age I*
Fotind a stick of IQnar caustic on tho floor.
around,
and
said,
in
just
thodryest
tones
“ It is as I expected;* exclaimed Lady
Like a littlo lunar-tio, i
i.
‘Just Heavens !’ I exclaimed, ‘ and and, regardingmy fate as Inevitable,
He chewed up that funny stick,
Beresford ; “ LordT^rone is dead.
without further hesitation I1 consented to yon ever heard a lady say anything,
When

stretch my hands in greeting,
Each familiar name repeating,
Straightway from my sight,
Back to angel bowers they vanish,
I

day with them; “for,” said She, “

“

this is

‘

Now,’ said he, ‘ while you live

let
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can I prevent this?’

Sir Martin opened the letter ; it

came

And he said he 11 didn’t want to play no more.’
immediate result of which “Then you’d better get off before the
conductor
comes
in. ” There was a great
I knew to bo misery, and its end death
Elopement ami Murder.
deal of talking and a great deal of laughand may prevent it all by resisting every The conduct of my husband, after a few
Col. John Bndd, aged 70, was not too
ter in the, car between the place where
temptationto a second marriage; but vears, amply justified a separation, and I
the accident occurred and Burlington, old to fall ifi love with Ida Bruhniell;
your passions are strong— you know not Loped by this means to avoid the fatal
but the men who were killed at the siege and she, although only 20, returned his
their power ; irithertor you have-had no sequel of the prophecy;but, wod’ over
passion with ardor. Bndd was fortnerly
of Jerusalem were noisy, roaring, howltrials. More I am not permitted to re* by his reiteratedentreaties, I was prea leading politician in Alabama, but has
ing
bacchanalians
a
week
ago
In
oomveal; but if after this warning ybu peri vailed upon to pardon, and once more to
parison with those two young men for of late lived in Walhalla, 8. C., which is
sist in your infidelityyour lot in another reside with him, though, pot until I had,
the home of the Bnihniells.The girTs
as I thought, passed my 47th year. the rest of trip. — Burlington Jiawk-

‘Undoubtedly yon may/ returned
iromJuord Tyioaa!flsteward, and can-„ the apparition ; you are a free agent,
tainod the melancholyintelligenceof
bk master’s deftkhjMmrf thf} very day
and hour Lady -Beresford had before
*pecrfled. j jj 7 J / U a , ,
I

Sir Martin frigged La«ly Beresforc] to
'compose herself, and she assured him
she felt much, easier than she had done
fora longtime, and added, “lean com- world will be miserable indeed.
mufliCate*intelligencefo yoTUwhfcft I
“ ‘May I not ask,’ said X ‘if you are
know will prove welcome; I can assure
you beyond the possibility of a doubt
“*VHad I beteh 'otherwise,1 !fe\eplied,
that I shall in some months present you ‘Lrihonld not have been permitted tp
appear to you.’
Sir Martin receivedthis news with! the
“ ‘ I may then infer that you are

a union, the

!

’

.

greatest joy,

After some months, Lady Beresford
was deliveredof a son (she had before
’xeeu the mother of tiro daughters).
”»• Martin survived the birth of his
'te more than four years.
v« decease his widow seldom left

• >7

'MW

Alas! alas! I have this 'day heard, from
indisputableauthority; that I have hitherto labored under a mistake with regard fo my age, and that I am but 47 to“

Of the near approach of my

death 1 1: therefore entertain not
happy I’
“ He smiled.
the ^ slightest
No—
can“ * But how/ said I, 1 when morning not doubt!
am dead,
comes, shall I know that your appear- as the necessirir of concealmentcloses
ance to me has been real, and not the with my life, 1 could wish that you,
mere representationof my own imagi- Lady Betty, would unbind my wrist,
nation?’
take from thence the black ribbon,

doubt

When I

I

Ey*

_

,i.

father forbade her to receive the atten-

,

,

.!

Population of Great Britain.

The RegistrarGeneral of Great Britain estimatesthe resident population! of

England and Wales in the middle of
1879 $ 24,854,397-307,088
more than
in the middle of last year; that of Sootland’at 8,593; 729, an increase tif 83,212;
and that of Ireland at 5,433,640, wn in-

tions of her aged lover, but she was dis-

obedient and readily assented to a proposal to elope. At night the pair
mounted horses and fled. Ida’s maid
proved unfaithful, however, and informed the father of the flight. He
armed himself with a gun and started in
hot pursuit, overtakSfig the lov&s at a
creek which they were' about to ford,

97,245. The total population and commending them to surrender.
United Kingdom is stated at 33,- The Colonel refused,and was mortally
881,966, or 437,547 more than at the cor- shot by Bruhniell, who at last accounts
was a fugitive.
responding period last year.
crease of

of the

.
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from America, 855; total native laborers, Geo. F. ItowMl Sc Co.'s Newspaper AdvertUinjc It ure hu, New York.
1,102; churches, 202; church members,
the object or om» establishment.
14,500; total number under instruction,
Our Newspaper Advertising Bureau, No. 10
25,910. Larger contributionsare needNatchez,
ed to meet the urgent calls from all parts Spruce street, New York, is an establishment

Imperial Indorsement.
perfect purity of Dooley’s
baht Powder, and its superior excellenc-) in

Found in the

InterestlDR Animals

Prairie, HI,,

of the

which

field,

i

v
.mr, «g riMt.i:, wt.
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every reejiectover all other preparations,
it has

been adopted and used in the Roial households
intended to facilitato the con /enieut and sys- of the following countries, vis. -. Germany, Entematic placing of advertisements in news- kiand. Spain, Russia.Denmark, Sweden, Italy
papers. It is condhetedupon the principles and Brazil. It was long ago adopted and is
which we conceive to be the right’ Ones ftr towiay nued by thousandsof roval American
curing the best results to the advertiser, tm> households scattered all over the Western world,
publisher, ahd ourselves.
and the hlgn esteem iu which it is held in ihra
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has two perfectly-formed heads.
Urged to Go Into Bankruptcy.
The cow at Fergus, Ont, in whose
“ BoggSj” said Mrs. B., suddenly, the
stomach a stick tw6 feet long and half other evening,looking up from the paan inch thick was found on butchering per she was reading, “ why don’t you go
her.
into bankruptcy, and have some style
1 ' The dog (Newfoundland) of Mr. Mol- about you?”
ford, of Jersey City, who, when its cominto bankruptcy?”repeated
panion died, refused food and speedily Boggs, “ what for ?”
perished of grief. #
“Because it is the fashion,”rephed
r The game-oock at Nelson Furnace, Mrs. B. “ Everybody who is anybody
Ky., which attacked Minnie Saunders, goes into bankruptcy nowadays. Our
aged 11, and, driving its spur into her neighbors are all getting the start of us.
head, killed her on the spot.
Here’s Soggs, who lives across the
The swan at Mount Auburn, N. Y., street, he is in the list to-day. Now we
that knocked down Mrs. William Green- have lived in this town a good deal longer
ough, an old lady of 80, nearly plucked than Soggs has. Why couldn’t you have
out one of her eyes, and left her insensi- got your name in the papers as well as

,

—

—

news-

imnsestK.

gBMfMiiBafe

country fully justifiesit* introductionatd use
ns above stand.

city of
aaaasvasvsessviwl68|

ligious,agriculturaland other class newspapers,but also the small country journals.
We receive regularly and keep on file the newspapers of every descriptionthroughoutthe
land, whether issued daily, weekly, or nlouthly.

“Go

ble.

Owing to the

This paper has done os much ns any
other to expose the worthlessness of the big
pack Condition Powders, and means to keep it
np, too. We know of only one kind that are
absolutelyand strictlypure, aud that

is

_

CLOCKS

Sheri-

dan’*.

CONFINED BTBICTLY TO NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AND TO AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS.
We confineour transaotionito newspapers,
and do not accept or undertakethe management of other classesof advertising,such as

Invested judlqk>uily in Stock* (Otfloua or PrlvlUmwO
aura road to rsi.ld fortune. Full detiUls and (Mrlai

Is a

Uver to discharge the ex com of bile. If nature ie not
ossUtedla her effort*,severebilious attack*or prortrat.
Ing 'overs necessarily
follow, causing great suffering and

AGENTS, READ THISJ

books, sign boards, posters, or job printing.
It is our hope that by adhering to one even death. A little timely precaution,however, will
branch of advertisingwe may make ourselves preventall thls.andmay be found In that favorite house,
masters of it
hold remedy HI.H.nONS’LIVER REGULATOR.
Vio also restrict our dealings to newspapers
published wipiiu the geographicallimits of the
United States and Dominionof Canada.

he/’

, The canary

we win pgy Agenda Salary of 8100 per .Ifoatb
lid hxuenses to sell our New nnd Wonderful Invent
Uona_Addree* SHKRMAN A OUi, MsrshMI. Mki
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bird of Mrs. A. F. Bush,
“ I don’t want my name in the papers
of Medina, N. Y., which has just re- da that way, ” said
,
turned homo after an absence of eigif
‘“That’s the way; always behind everyTHE SYSTEM OF ARRANGEMENT FOR NEWSPAPER
months, sought his old cage, and take body else.
never oould hold our
to singiiig.
... -------- --- FILES. _______________________
..

Boggs.

We

—

own along with our neighbors.”
“ But we couldn't hold our own

The chicken of Mr. James Harne
if I
North Norwich, Ont,, who remaintu went into bankruptcy,” persisted Boggs.
buried under a hay-mow two weeks,
“Nonsense,”cried Mrs. B. “Don’t
without food or water, but was taken the Squiggses, who went into bankout lively and well.
ruptcy last summer, live just as well, if
The dog at Union Hill, N. J., the late not a little better, tlian before? Now,
Mr. Martin Singer tried to kill. The Boggs, do oblige me by buying a file.”
gun missed fire, so ho hit the dog with
Buying a file ? What for ?”
the stock, discharging the piece into his
“ fc>o that you can file your petition.
own thigh and severingan artery.
Do it this very day, and it will be in the
The sick pet dog at New Orleans morning papers. Then your wife anc
which died in its mistress’ arms. Ex- childrencan hold their heads up wit
hausted by sitting up with it so many the best of ’em. Somehow I feel that
nights, and to allay her sorrow, she took
we are under a sort of a cloud now.
a dose of laudanum,and came within an
People look at us as much as to say,
ace of dying.
‘There’s something the matter with the
The turkey about which two neigh- Boggses.’”
bors in Bloomfield,Ct., quarrelec • “Mrs. Boggs, I never take advantage
evoking the decision by Judge Calhoun of nothing. ”
that turkeys are not animals (not being
“ I know it. And that’s what keeps
mentioned in the Pound laws), though us under. But couldn’t you put in a
‘

•

geese are.

The sparrows which have taken posManhattanMarket, New York,
an unoccupied building covering four
acres of ground, and turned it into a
huge nest, from which three efforts have
been made to drive them, but ineffectsession of

ually.

The bees Mr. Morris
town,

Ellis, of

George-

111., undertook to drive to

market.
didn’t like the jolting of the
wagon, and so the inmates of all eight
hives sallied out, stung the two horses
to death, and left Mr, Ellis in a critical
condition.
^ The turkey and partridge at Chelsea,
Yt., that are sharing the same nest.
The turkey continues to deposit her egg
daily, although the partridge began to
sit after laying thirteen. During the
occupation of the nest by the turkey the
partridge attends to feeding.
The two dogs of the Messrs. Bills, of
Amherst, N. H., who, after living peacefully together for years, got into a quarrel over a rabbit they had run down,
fought, and were found lying dying,
facing each other, utterly exhausted by
loss of blood. They were buried in one
grave.

They

The dog at No. 14 Cortlandt

street,

New

York, which, when the house took
although almost suffocated, caught
his toaster by the leg of his pants, and
awakened him, after he was overcome
by the smoke, by dragging him to the
floor from off the table where he was
tire,

Bleeping.

.

J®*"1'-'-for them
^Agency-S CortlsndtHt,.N. Y.

$10. $20. $50. $106;

be neon ajatem la liable
beoomo disordered rom tho Inauffiofeoteffort*of the

Atthlaaea*onofvhejrear
to

96 bMl

$350

We have a system of filing newspapers by an
u^^rvn.i.un.Y,A UQ.. Pnbi.l
arrangement of shelving and partitions, sepant» widow,
rate space being accorded to each, and labeled
w ~ 'hlMree,wl
hsv. ruulf?
with the printed name of the paper it is inI’M, art toflUe*
A claim for Uie rriiiiui.i!.
r ,\t iiai
• .tended to accommodate,by means of which
arrangement a stranger can find any paper he
wishes to examine with something uko the
SIMMONS* LIVER REGULATOR ha* been
readiness with which ho would a word iu a In use for half a century and there ta not one single In
___ _
. a* C. a, t. msiiuuctvw _
dictionary, a name in a directory, or a book in stance on recordwhere It has foiled to effect a cure when
•fid. T-cr.A
____
rrww, l^iewiai
»W| UIB. l Aff-g (Mfll
a library catalogue.
.:~r'
lan’S.-'S-.l’y!
taken to time according to the directions.It U, without •miii u*iui.
UH—
THE NATURE OK THE SERVICE WHICH IT 18 OUR doubt, tho greatest LIVER MEDICINE In the
world ; is iwrfoctly harmless,being ca rofully compoundBUSINESS TO RENDER TO THE ADVERTISER.
i

PM&n
S'-'

_

i

__
VyANTED-r::.^

‘

.

od from rare roote and herbs, containing no mercury or

We

undertake to maintain au established any Injurious mineral substance. It takes the place of
credit with every newspaper, ami to have at quinine and calomel,nnd has superseded these wedlhand a schedule of the charges adopted bv the cinesta placon where they have heretoforebeen extra,
publisherof each for adverlisiug space in its s vely used. Procure a bottleotonco from yonr druggist CELEBRATE THE FOURTH OF JUL1
My new Nlckel-Plsted Seven-Shot Rtoel ltarrel ai
columns ; to be able to quote those rates to an
',1U bl
advertiser who wishes to insert au advertisewith. Cartridgesto «t toe
ment in one or several, and to procure the
can be had at anv general store. Unequalcdas a wea
prompt insertion of the advertisementwithout
on of defense. Sent to any address uomijivhmM >
any extra charge for the service rendered,
«V« » number of imitation*
offered to the public, we would caution
which service consistsof quoting the price
^wmmunltyto buy no Powders or
printing or writing as many duplicatesof the
advertisementau may bo required to furnish
graved Wrapper, with Trade-Mark,
one to each paper to be used, forwarding tho
petition ? You know there is a petition copy for insertion at our owu expense for postoa.“ednSl!CtUn)Unbroken- Noae
up stairs that we don’t need. You coult age or messenger sen-ice,examining tho ORIGIN
GrKNTJTNTS
papers to see that the advertisement appears
take it down and — ”
Manufactured
only by
when and in a manner that it ought to, check“Woman, how foolish you talk. You ing each subsequent isaue of the advertiseJ. H. ZEILIN A CO..
uaiuii nuvire 10 < nuanmptivr*, many ccrUfloAlee
don’t know anything about the busi
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ment in each paper in a book kept for that
nnd full direction*for using. actx>tn(
lo«, $1.00. Sold by Ell Druggists.
ness.”
Mon bottle, or will l>* itnl frm to a nr addrel
purpose, at all times subject to the inspection
OHCAR (A, .HOSES, 18 Cortlandt St.,^imv Yoi
of the advertiser, and marking plainly m each
^n.ow that we are getting paper the advertisementas it appears,so when p. r — —
1... . ./ wubm, ail appointments ttm beat.
left, and it won't be long, you wi*.
..... ,,
ill find,
the advertiser comes (or sends) for tho purbefore folks give up inviting us any- pose of having the files examined (to see that
the service for which his money pays has been
where. Haven’t you any liabilities ?”
criJNs
“I have liabilities,”replied Boggs actually rendered),the eye may light promptly
upon his announcement, without tho labor of
but I haven’t any ability to lie. ”
searchinga whole paper or page.
''Oh* you’re too nice for anything
If errors or Omissions ooour, it is our duty
I WniTiintod a PKKl'KCi’ CURE (or
where the welfare of your family is con- to notify publishers,at our own expense for
| money retained) /or all lU* worst
\junM nf Pile*, Lkhiohy, Hcrof.
Market Street, han franclsco. P. O. Bm 22TI,
labor, postage or messenger, aud to seo to it
cerned. Tell mo about your assets. ”
ula, Rheumatism, Salt Rheum,
that
the
publisher
of
tho
paper
actually
does
CATAJiim,Kidney Diseases, uhA
“ I wouldn’t have any if I did as
the specified service for which tho advertiser
neighbor Soggs does across the street.
contracted.
>fo(ilrrnl nml Huston.
“ How is that ?” asked Mrs. B.
Hold everywnere. 8 1.00 a Bottle.
THE AMOUNT OF MONEY TO BE EXPENDED.
Send for Pamphleta.• •
“Why, the ass-sets around all day
Persons who have had little experience as
doing nothing, and it is no wonder that
me. Mart kll.
advertisersoften have a pretty clear undermi.
he had to apply to the bankrupt court standing of what they would like tp do, but
for relief.” Then Boggs laughed a low, are entirely, ignorant of the probable dost.
We have tnade out for suci* a.persona pl\n
contented laugh at his little joke.
f«rdh«dhn-n evTnL fa,n‘lly;,j ,n. wickagei convenient THE 0RIBINAL& ONLY GEliUiNE
advertisingcalling for
investment'of

u

ASCAUTION.

Ju,y

AL AND

.

!!

^

?;

50,000®®®

_

_

an
and on submitting jt foe approval
rupt your stock of wit if you keep drawfound our customer dismaved at the magnitude
ing on it after that fashion. Then you of the expense, he not having contemplated
won’t become a bankrupt to maintain an expenditure exceeding $200 or $300. In
such a case labor would have been saved, if at
our social position?”
the commencementof the negotiation the
I *00 V1" swd Boggs, bluntly.
question had been asked : “ How much money
I hen I give you due police that I
gK yotf prepared to devote to this advershall receive Or make no more qalls^ I
shall give up our pew in ohuroh and THE CONFIDENCEOF OUR PATRONS A MATTER OF
take the children out of school. I shall
PRIME IMPORTANCE.
close up the house, give out that we
’ll f« a matWr of ’prime importance to ns, for
have gone into the country, and we will
dl live in the kitchen, 'if we can’t do
h iucux win,* uur Btaiemema about the
ike the rest of folks and be somebody

•VIBRATOR’^

$5 t© $10

d

Said Mr. B., tartly, “You’ll bank- of
;

5.001,

44

a.^a&.vv0^1- ^
M

A DAY

Vibrator” Threshers,

w'~ mju:

HK m*d*bt

Agent* selling our Chromoa
Cruyons. Picture aud Chn>
mo Card*. 12fl aampiM.
worth Sl)« aent, postpaid

„

.WITH IMPROVED

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS.
Ahd Steam Thresher Engine*,
Made only by ’ ^ <>
’

>

NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CC
BATTLE ClKEEU,

[-00 D NT Y

AIKal-

Wanted
M'KASuYlNO’jARTo'^'ffiu
AO

K

NTS

for

exclusiveterritory will bo fiver. The
Jar combines !>otli inusaureaml scales—
is practicaland accurate— will ecll on
»t*ut. Seeing la believing.A wimple
sent by Kxuress (or 5U cenU, . Addresa

uMmti

there is no use tryipg to live.”

jfi

our advertising patrons must be upon a
i of mutual confiden
----fence
and* respect.

co.,

HU
OlAlCEkgO.

148

«ki|fi(/ Mndi*0D

Luxuries of Life.
BfflHOP Whittle, Episcopalian,of
Compilers of statisticssometimes \ irginia, is out with a vigorous concome into possession of singular facts, demnation of round dancing, which, he OUt CUSTOMERS ENTITLED TO OUR BEST
i SERVICES
which not infrequentlyindicate the pe- says, is an abomination that he* is
Whoever
we
are
doing the advertising for
culiar tastes or habits of the people. ashamed to particularly describe.
The TIFFIN Well lloiiug nml Rock
mtaiUiVldnalL0r?rm’
T® ^Bitter, them od- Drilling; ItfRellllie is the only Machine that
For instance, it is ascertained that the
titlcd to our best sernces. If they suggest will succeed everywhere. It make* the best
amount of teas, coffees and sugars conThe population of Manitoba is in- using a paper which we kuow to bo not the/ of wells in any soil or rock. One man and one
sumed by the j»eople affords a fair cri- creasingai the into of about 1,000 per beat, for the purpose, we say so and give tho'' horse can make from $25 to $50 n day.
Circularsand references sent free. No Pat*
reasons. We often expend a good deaf of
terion t6 judge of the financial condi- week.- ent Right Swindle. Addreu
II0 iu ver^ Bma9 advertisers, much more
tion of the country
These articles are
LOOMIM at NYMAN. TIFFIN.OHIO.
Boys, Make a Noise.
than the profits on their patronage would warnot necessaries of life, but luxuries, and
He Fourth of July will Boon be bore, and rant ; but as they intrust to us what they have
it ig fair to presume that people wean every boy and girl will want to shoot one of to disburse, and influencein our oirection the
themselves from such luxuries, in some my extra-fine,nickel-plated,seven-shot Ite- patronage of their friends and acquaintances
degree at least, when the times are so V0!leI^nTh?y8re perfect beauties, and cost we are

WELLSTKuic^

—
m <0*

•

.....

content

pressing that necessaries are

difficult

to

aZic^^/ ^

coffees fell off and continued to decrease
up to a few months since. A comparative statement for the eight months end-

ing with February last exhibits the fact
that the purchase of teas was increased
12,000,000 pounds over the import during

an equal period of time

in

1877. The

value of this increasedpurchase is $12,002,126,against $11,175,596 in the former year. The item of coffees shows
$35,554,678,against $29,841,772in 1877.
Sugars are reported at 738,000,000
pounds of imports, valued at $37,841,373— an increase of 25,400,000 pounds.
These figures manifest a return to the
free use of the simpler luxuries— a good
sign. -^Syracuse Stttnddrd. K

^

,

OUR PROMISE.'

only $2.00. Sent, postage paid, by mail. Ad-

obtain. Statistics show that during the
year 1874 the importation of teas and

177

iyy

orfer

fine

I

lt8,

CAMWrvnrvi*

SANFORD’S

»

§

‘

Extract from the

A™

yL

York Time*, June

1875.

w^Tfir^t

ELS_

v. ^

v

iaupof.d )iiw
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THERMALINE

to^

A Safe and Reliable hubstllate for Qnlnlnd

down a complex business into so
thoroughlya systematicmethod that no change
in the newspaper system of America can escape notice, while the widest informationnpon

AGUE REMEDY

!

rfeit

curreury,

a

_

large

amonn
mf

of which is gamed, and saving itin this way adds to Health
al --- - and oamfort Try wilhoft’s Tonic as a certainty
and you will never regret it Wheelock Fin1 '
***££ Bo-V Proprietors,New Orleans.
TO
CONSUMPTIVE*.
Fob sale by all DBugoiars. . o
Eiistcm -- ---a cuuByivumaruuThe advertiser, having been pennraentljrcared of
that dread dlaeaae, Cotuomptlon, by * simple remedy, Is
road. Aj $50 United Sta^s treasmy note
.
CHEW
anxious to make known to hi* fellowrafferere
toe mean*
The Celebrated
was offered to Mr. Hyer, General Ticket
of cure. To all who dartre It, he will aend a copy of the
“ Matchless”
Agent, who, not hking the appearance of

—

---

'

-

the bill ^showed

it

v

to Sir, Carpenter,who

pronouncedit a counterfeitIt was sent
wto the bank and there also pronounceda
H<mm»wvna counterfeit—
dangerous
York

New ”

News.

.

;

WoodTtgplng

i

’

ii-v
1

OPBEEl!'

'

I'!

no

CHILLS&FEVER
V

abd

all

MjiLABIAL DISEASES.

The

/

!

!

!

Burnett’s
m

Don’t

to procure Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
for all diseases incidentto the period of tithing in children. It relieves the child from pain
cures wind colic,regulatesthe bowels, and, by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to
the mother. It is an old and well-tried remedy.

GREAT REMEDY

for

ooni^tTijBisroi

Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York, Boston and Ghicago.

Mothers ! Mothers ! | Mothers

ANTI-FA1

prescriptionused (free of charge), with the direction*

_J2i

fail

Foreign Missions. ,

1

•

*1

JThje only 25 cent

in working

‘SKI

________

ssessa&s

’

yoiUTE !— The popular Chill Cure of the age
Composed of pure and simple drugs. Wilhoft’s
caped convict from Sihg Sing, recently Tonic has long had the highest place in the connectiori which has ever tdien secured, an§
convicted of forgery iirDondon, offered loug line of remedies for Chills and Fever. It
floodin

l

S

h,:

H

m pamphlets

Ten vears ago Messrs. Geo. P. Rowell A Co.
establishedtheir advertising agency in New
York city. Five years ago they absorbed the

Wilhoft’s Tonic.— The Great Fa-

“ BOW

-n

r

for

LIVER STOMACH

sa 'sis.si

/ uk$/,

;

fc
a
oipsE'?

to secure the bargain offered

secreti-whioh Willi»di9on,Bite -es-

oeunte

f^ln-WMilmrom,,

Awarded /oyArri nrfia at Centennial Expoaltlonfor
chnrinf.auajtfia
and exctOtnm and luling cAoe
and fiarortiu. Th* bait tobacc*
ever made. A« ytir bine etrip^Ude-mark It Clotely
mllatcdon Inferior pood*. »ee tliat Jnrlcmn'e Bert 1*

We

promise those advertiserswho Intrust
their advertising patronage to our management that we wtitnoialiow them to be charged
is tllat our habits m anv instance auy more than the publishers’
will produce disease; but It is a certain fact
schedulerates; that we will procurefor them tho
that our stjlo of oatiug and working will someacceptance of any advantageous offer made to
times produce Heart Hisease.and we must buy
them definitely by any newspaperpublisher,
for
‘We can recommend advertising agent, or canvasser of responsito you Dr. Graves’ HEART REGULATOR as
bthty. Although we are unwilling to do work
a reliable remedy, one which has been sold for
without a profit,and never offer to do so, yet
twenty years, and whose merits are conceded in conformity with the promise made above
by those who kuow of its use. Try it, and our
we sometimes find it advisable. Competitors
word for it you will ihank us for the reborn" anxious to gam a hearing aud secure attention,
moudation. Among the many forms of Heart occasionallymake offers which it would advance the_ true interestsof our cnatomera to
accept. In such cases we hold ourselvesbound

Dangerous Connterfelts.
The

~

The Greatest Discoveryof
Tobtaa’

the Ace Is Dr
celebratedVenetian Liniment I 80 yean before

the public,

Cocoaine

and warranted to care Diarrhea,Dysentery,

At a recent meeting in Boston of the
Oobc and Spasms, taken Internally ; and Croup, Chronic
American Board of Gommissionersfor
Rfr-imatism, Sore Throat*. Cota, Bruises,Old Sores,
Foreign1 Missions the report of the Secrad Pains in the limb*. Back and Cheat, externally.
It has never failed.Ko family will ever be without
retary waa rea^l, showing' eighteen misr- The chief clerk of the GovemmenfcDis- after
once giving It a fair trial Price, 40 cents DU
sions, cighty-ttd stations and
auu 584
iMTt outr penaary says that nu
no UJWJIUUJUCDUHIIR
medicine chest is nOWCOmnow com•. Plet®
plete ^ont
without Johnson's Anodyne
A nor/yns Liniment
Liniment. No TOBIAS* VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT, in Pint
stations ftmoDf? nations speaking twentyBottles,at One Dollar,is warranted mjperlor to any
mGdininA known tompdinal csManrM.
six differentlanguages, with a
medic4l.^clenoe /or internal
other, or NO PAY, for the cure of Colic, Cute, Brahes,
tion of 100,000,000.Total workii^ force | Sf
V0*™8*** 1116 wonderf^ Power Old Sore*, etc.. Sold tv all Lroggiata. Depot-lO Park

Wf’le
Kills Daoilrl, Allays ImtalioB, anil

ftpite

tie

tie

Biwtiif

Place.

New York

an! perfectlyharmle**.It

praiSi

^ pCrWtt

tW#»w

Uiouwml years ago, and whetwaa true then i» n

Hair.

UUV-

populauSSyi*

ALLAN’S ANTI-FAt

pen° Street. WUUamaburgh. N. V.

the leas so to-day.

U.

BOTANIC MEDICINE CO.v
Prnrtrlr*nrn, TtufTalo,JV.

°.

Youra respectfully,
N. O. o^EVENS, Deputy Sheriff.

N.

No.

2

,

RADEKE & SON,

Miners' CMtimn.

Wholesale Dealers
FRANK LESLIE’S CHIMNEY CORNER.-

The O&nker Worm.
In answer to several inquiries Prof. A. J.

Cook, of our State Agricultural College,

of description
Jfof the canker worm, and the remedy
, against Its ranges. “These worms which
/ were before at Adrian, Lenawee county,
Pontiac, Oakland county, and eurliear still
gives tfie following by way

in Calhoun and Genesee counties, are
in

Branch county, lor

and exposition

a

fuU

of this subject,

now

description

with

illus-

Thl* beautiful periodical,the beat American Family Journal,Storv Paper and Home Friend, baa
been tbe aucceeaful rival of ail tbe weekly Joufnala
for tbeuaat thirteen yean. It gained a plade In
the ml nde and heart* of our people, and now the*
name of ita patrons la
j

FRANK LESLIE’S LADY’S JOURNAL.

and

destroyed in the apple trees,

the

dark colored—

to be a

though there may be yellowish stripes—
measuring worm, which if disturbed will
swing from a silken web, which it spins

be sure you

for the occasion, then

are

afflicted with this terriblepest.

Sprinkling with Paris Green is the
cheapest, and most thorough and

easiest,

efficient

remedy. The

mixture should

consist of one tablespoonful of the poison
to three or four gallons of

water. Place

wagon, fill it nearly full of
water, then add the poison. A barrela barrel in the

head

float

on top will keep tly* liquid from

slopping over, every few minutes the
mixture should be stirred, that the green

may

too much. Now drive on

not settle

the windward side of the

tree,

“Whitman Fountain Pump,”

and with

a

or some syr-

-And

—

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

Com#

Office

on

WASHINGTON STREET.
GRAND HAl/EN, MICH.

and 60 feet horizontally, and

is

old. It
also sprinklesvery uniformly and with
very little waste. It is also good in case

FHCEliTIX
Planing Mill.

Or

Wanted.

wash buggies and windows,

of tire, also to

and

to sprinkle the

garden lawn. It cost

Why

$10— or $6 by the dozen.

I

of

would more than

think

H.

Frank

LOCATKD OPPOSITE THK

rough bark harbors Boys and

children’s suite, all wool $4 to

CONTAINING

the application of the great insect specific,

IN A

As soon

as

branches with

May.

as early as the last week of

HATS

Obstruction of the Brine,
all Dlaenft** of the L'rioorjr

Also a large stock of Overall’sand

n

Cheap

Cat’ll

E. J.

Price,

Harrington.

- - -

One Dollar.

HATS {AND CAPS,

headed and

the flat-headed

beetles like some people, have an aversion

Made

Shirls— in-

cluding Fine White Shirts,from 85c to

come near to $1.75; Sailors’Blue Flannel, Hickory and
eggs. With young orchards es- Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the finest
pecially this work is very important.
lot of neckties and collars, including the

for this article, and will n3t
lay their

Soap should be used in preference to lye,
as the latter, though partially efficientto

no hindrance to

destroy the lice, is
borers.

Now

with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., too
the time to examine the foliage

is

young

of all the
trees,

Sultan Linen Collar

the

numerous to mention, at the

Iruit-lrees, especially plum

and see if there are not myriads of

H

not easily earned In these times, but
can be made In three months by any
Mill 01,0 eltllcr In any part of the
* country who is willingto work steadily
at the employment that we furnish. $66 per week
In your own town. Yon need not be away from
home over night. You can give your whole time
to the work, or onlyyoar spare moments. We
have agents who are making over $20 uer day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other bualnesa. It costs noth
Ing to try ihe buaineas. Term- and $5 outfit free.
Andreas at once, H. Hallett &, Co., Portland,
33-ly

\

All kinds of Ready

/ /

la

/ It

Maine
I

would respectfully call the attention of the public that I have on hand a large stock of

Stoves,

Hardware,

Cheap Cash Store of

aplin sucking away the very lift. If pre-

may

by
sprinkling with strong soap-suds, and
here again the fountain pump will come
to our aid. Only yesterday I used it in a
grand work of carnage in some vigorous
sent they

young plum

E. J.

be quickly vanquished

Agricultural

Harrington.

1 can make money fasterat work for us than at
anything elae. Capital not required;we will
atari you. tlSperday at home made by the
Juatrioua.Mea, women, boya and girls wanted
everywhere to work for us. Now ft the time.
Costly outfit and terms free. Address Truk A Co.,

Implements,
Etc., Etc.

1

N

and have thus preserved Augusta, Maine.
their vigor which would otherwise have
trees,

Which

I

will sell cheaper

—
J.

VAN

rpHE

East 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 86. Situated
between J. O. Doesbnrg’sDrug store, and P.
A. Steketee’s General Store, on Eighth atrect.
We should never had one word to say Jk
Inquire
H. DOE8BURG.
Hollar B, April 7,
8-tf
to the farmer in favor of these fowls were
it not that

A

they have shown a

disposition

to feed upon and destroy the potato bug.

Two

years ago our atteniion was called to

by a

tbe fact

farmer, who had a small

who said he was not
the bug. He said the

flock of these birds,
troubled at all with

guinea hens went some distance to the
field every day,

and went through the rows

eating the bugs as though they liked them.

Last year they did the same; and he

commends them
the care
IHssts by

and

to all

bother

hand. It

re-

who do not want

of removing these

will not cost

try the experiment; and if

much

UU

to

true as

stated, such fowls should be grown in
considerable numbers.—

ofHIT.

U

1878,

ll-4w

§

in

to

aatlsfysaid debt, att< r-

fee,

twenty-three (23) Town six (6) north of range fourteen (14) west, containingforty acres, be the sam?
more or less.
Dated, Grand Haven, May 3rd. 1878.
STEPHEN L. LOWING, Mortgagee.
Lowing «i Caoss, Attorneys for Mortgages.

THE

—

FIRST WARD.

m

iw

gm

Hsu™®:!:

Jnat pnbllrtef,' a new edition at
SB. CULvXBWSLL’S 0IZJB1AT1SESSAY on the radical cure (without medicine)of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal

Weakness, Involuntary Bemlnal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits Inducedby self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance.Ac.

The nndersigned announces to the Public that
HT* Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds clearlydemonsttatos,from a thirty years’ succesV
of Meats ‘and Sausages. By promptness and fair ful practice, that the alarming consequences at
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto self-abuse may be radicallycured wlthontthe danall those who wish to favor them with part of theii gerous use of internal medicine or the application
trade.
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
Theldand is one door west of O. J. HaverkaUA simple, certain and effectual, bv means of which
every sufferer.no matter what nls condition raav
Son's Hardware Store.

•

he, may core himself cheaply, privately and radically.

W. BUTKAU,
J.
14.

VAN ZOEREN.

TUG FOR SALE.
AM
I

authorized to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

“Gem’

post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

terms.
MANLY D HOWARD.

Holland.

i

fMT This Lecture should be in the hands sf
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two

1876.

Hu

Holland.Mich

41

SPRING AND

Ail

MM

St.,

HEM

CO.,

Hiv York; Post Office Box. 4586.

SUMMER. 1878.

b

Milluery

New

time. You neod not be away from home over
night. Yon can do It as well as others. Full par
ticuiara,directions and tennifree. Elegant and
expensive outfit Dree. If you want profitablework
tend ue your address at ones. It costa nothing to
try the business. No one who ennges falls to
make great pay. Address “The People's Journal,”
Portland
86-ly

Maine.

BOOKBINDING!

We

have a fine

spices, and

lot

of

iety of Teas,

one that we

offer for 50c

pound that cannot be surpassed.

per

Try

Also, a full assortmeutof canoed
including Corn

var-

it.

fruit

Fancy Dry Goods,

And

a

I

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,

coffees and

we have among our Urge

1

Standard Trlmminjts, Worsted Goods, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Bilks and Shawls.

A Handsome

lot of

selection of

and Tomatoes, etc.,

New

Style Ties, also a large

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

aud DoubleSatin Ribbon— entirely

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

new,

etc.

India Is slowly dying out

A.

have

of August, 1878* &t the froLt door of
the Court House, in the city of Grand Haven, in
said Ottawa county, at 10 o’clock In the forenown
of said day, the nndersigned will sell at public
auction, to the highest bidder,the premisesde-

rinT/n

The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at be taken in Exchange for goods, at tbe
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangehighest Market Price, at tbe
everywhere; the survivors are recovering ments with Mr. D. R. Meengs, at Holland, at whoae
•tore, on River street,all Job work for blading can
health and strength, and the small quanti- be loft. I have purchaseda new and complete line
Cheap Cash Store of
of tools and stock and will furnishtirat-classwork.
ties of food imported show that the people

Thk famine

1ST

GROCERIES. 1878.

A complete stock of Groceries constant
Great cbance to msKe money. If
yon can’t get gold you can get
greenbacks.We need a person in on band. Our stock of sugars cannot be
every town to take subscriptions
for the largest,cheapest and best Illoetratedfamily beat.
publication in the world. Any one can become a
Orleans, Sugar ................. 8c.
successful agent. The moat elegantworks of an
given free to eubscribere.The price Is so low Extra C ...... . ...................... 9c.
that almost everybody subscribes.One agent re
ports making over $150 in a week. A lady agent A ................................... 10c.
reportstaking over 400 aobscribersin ten days.
Granulated .................
11c.
All who engage make money fact. You can devote
all your time to the business, or only your spare
jtf 4m

-1

Store,

ANDEGEND.

27,

HARRINGTON.

MEAT MARKET

OF—
L

day

18-13w

Holland. July

Holland, April
(hinea Hem.

E. J.

than cvei before at the

Hardware

Fine Building Site For Sale.

been sapped.

ABEND VI8SCHER,

M

Cheap Cash Store of
(N P] pi

borers, for the

one o’clock In the after-

and costa and expensea of sale of said
premises, being described as follows, to-wlt: All
that certain piece or parcel of land simaie and
being In the township of Blendon m the countv
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and known and
described, as follows, to wit: The north-east quarter
of the north-east quarter (Vjof section

5.

bay both those terribleplagues, the round-

^

ney

for sale at a bargain, at the

have just hatched out and are

to dentalise the trees,

®t

noon, at the front door of the Court House, in the
city of Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa I
the subscriber,a Circuit Court Commissionerin
and for said County, will sell at public auction, to
the highest bidder, the mortgaged premises, described in said decree as follows,to-wlt:All that
certainpiece or parcel of land situate In th<
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, viz:
commencing two rods west of the north-east corner
of the west half, of the north-east quarter, of the
southwest quarter, of the north-west quarterof
sectiontwenty-eight, town eight north, of range
sixteen west, running thence due south eight rods,
thence west four rods, thence north eight rods,
thence east four rods to the place of beginning,
(being a piece of land four rods wide by eight
rods long, within the corporate limtis of the cltv
of Grand Haven.) together wlih all the appurteuancea therenntobelonging.
Dated this 25th day of April. A. D. 1878.

scribed in said mortgage,

HILL,
and told bjr W. JoUNBTON * CO.,

161 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT.
FOR SALE RT ALL HRUttGISTS.

11

Jnne next, 1878,

and CAPS.

Prepared from the oHjtaal recipeof DR.

It will

commencing
and will keep at

Defendants.

In pursuanceand by virtue of a decree of the
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, in Chan
eery, made In the above entitled cause on the
eighteenthday of January, A. D. 1878. Notice is
hereby given, that on the eleventh day of

Saxurl L. Tate, Complainantin Person. U-7w

a splendid stock of tbe latest styles of

MALE OR FEMALE.

Store of

do this

be death to all the young bark-lice, which

Janna Verduin,

Circuit Court Commissionerin and for Ottawa
County, Michigan.

We have just received from New York,

ml Mexanl Organa,

Ro matter of bow lon( *Undln|.and wbtthir la

and main

soft soap, be sure to

l|

Exertions, Gleet, Stricture,

And

the rough bark is scraped

the trees rub the trunks

FOR

CONCENTRATED FORM.

Diseases of the Sidneys A Bladder/

Jackets, at the

soft soap.

vs.

Cornells Verduin and

VAN
1878.

Gonorrhea,Weaknesses, Over-

$10.

Samuel L. Tnto,
Complainant,

«

wear) $3.75 to $10.00.

(fine dress) $10.00 to $26.00.

Circuit Court lo.
the County of Ottawa.-ln Chancery.

Q

v

Cntt,jDDiter&Spirits oflitre

“

Chancery Sale.
QTATE OF MICHIGAN: The

Howedioeing I give

vating bark-louseand stands in the way of

from

w

offered before in this city.

“

KBlDSEMA.

Mortgage

Ready Made Clothing.

Every orchardlst ought now to scrape

8.

15., 1878.

I would respectfully invite the attention of the
Sale.
public to the fact that I am prepared to do all
kinds of blacksmithwork, such as wagons, bug- TI7HKREAS default baa been made in the con
gies. sleighs, machine repairing, and all kinds of
f
ditions of a certain mortgage,made and exodd jobs, st reasonablerales, and solicit their ecuted on the sixth day of November, 1872, by Elf
patronage.
Argerslngcrand Melissa Argersinger, his wire, of
the township of Blendon, County of Ottawa, and
Slate of Michigan,to Stephen L. Lowing of said
Special county and state,which mortgage was on the 86th
day or September, 1878, recorded In the offlee of
Attention.
the Register of Deeds for the County
f Ottawa, in
Liber V of mortgages, ou page 180, and whereas
there is now due and unpaid upon said mortgage
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
by reason of the breach of the covenants therein con
tained, and as provided therein, the sum of two
D.
BRUGGEN. hundred and fifty dollars,also an attorney fee of
fifty dollars,provided for in said mortgage as often
Holland. March 14.
-tf
as any proceedingsshould be taken to torecloae
tbe same; and no suit or proceeding having been Instituted cither at law or In equity to recover the
same or any part thereof, and the same being now
due and unpaid; Now, therefore, notice is hcrebv
given, that by virtueof the power of sale In said
mortgage contained,and of tbe statnte in such
esse made aud provided, on Tua#d»y th# 16tlt

EXTRACT 0F^>

H H © H

etc.

Holland, May

Phoenix Planing Mill.

6-28w

(common

Co.

D. Van Bruggen,

Leslie's Publishing House,
537 Pearl Street, New York.

suits

W. VERBEEK &

Blacksmithshop of

It ia

warrant this Gents’

the codling moth pupa, protects the ener-

etc.,

AND

FRANK LESLIE’S SUNDAY MAGAZINE is

course.

his apple trees. The

N. B. Call and see a moat beautifulvariety of
Camp Chairs, ornaments,pictnre frames, bracket.-,

IDIRjir IKULlsr

should

the engine

While I thank the public for their patronageof
the past, I hope to merit and solicita liberalshare
•I It for the future.

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
SHALL MAKE

notour State Pomological Society do a
Under this head we offer a variety of
very good work by keeping these pumps
goods cheaper and better than ever was
and selling to the pomologist at $6 and
transportation?The value

Fair dealing can be relied on.

Re-Sawin Done.

to

and Caskets always
on hand.

Planing, Matching,

^COMPOUND

*ndaaee

and Parlor

Coffins

LYON.

FOR SALE.

it one of the marvels ofperiodlc.nlliterature.
Indeed a beautiful work. Buy it and see for
yourselves.Single copies are only 25 cents, and
Annual Subscription Price only |3, post paid. Address orders to

a^the

Bedroom

T. H.

16

FROM THK

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

Lager Beer.

Warehouse &

have purchased lower than ever &

THE

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.
— ALSO

I

cheaper than ever before.

public in general, that he Is now the sole proprle
tor of this Well-known and popular hotel, and
FULL LINE OF CARPETS.
that he will hereafter give hie peteonal attention
CHEAPEST TO
BEST.
to the managementof the house and the wanta
of his uue>*ts The house has beeu refittedand refurnished, and now offbr* the best of accommodaand
goods
ascertain.
tions to the traveling public. It contains 180 handsome and commodious rooms, fifty of which can
bo hnd with hoard st $2.00 per day, and the remairder at the usual price, Having conductedthe Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the past sixteen years, and thahkful for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
The rooms of Sweet's Hotel are not excelled by
Retail.
any public house in the State, the tables are supplied with all the markets afford, and carefulattention Is given by all employees.
Setts
Setts,
Hoping to receive a liberalpatronagefrom the
traveling public, which will be duly appreciated
by tbe proprietor.

make

feet high,

Which

A

all kinds of-

a beautiful work. It will interest educated and
ture. This will deal out death in whole- cultivated minds as well as the most ordinary
reader. It Is the only Sunday magazine pnblislied
sale doses to the terrible destroyers, and in this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
with the most select and fascinating literature,
save the orchards, and will be quite in- ranging from the Sermon by the Editor iDr. C. F.
expensive and very rapidly performed, if Deems, pastor of the Church of the Strangers), to
•tlrrlngTales, general Topics and Essays, Poetry,
the application is made with the Whitman Music, Fun, Science,History,etc.. In great va
Each copy of this Magazine has li>0 exquiPump. In these days of insect depreda- rlety.
site engravings of the most interesting character
tion this is almost invaluable to the farmer, It has reached a circulationand prosperity such as

readily worked by a boy ten years

FURNITURE
will sell

pages, issued weekly, contalna excellent Pictures
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of rpHE following describedLots In the City of In re-building our new shop we have pur
Ladies and Children’s Ware; nsefu. Information JL Holland. I will sell at the following prices.
chased enlire new Machinery,
on Family Topics; Select Stories ; Beautiful Illus- Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G. West Addition $175
trationsof Home and Foreign Subjects;Poetry; each ; Lot 18. Block 8. Lot 6, Block 11. South West
Of the Most Approved Patterns;
Fastiionablo Intelligence;Personal Chit Chat: Addition$175 each. Lors 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 <& 6 In Block
Amusing Cartoonson the Follies and Foibles of 25. as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
the Day ; Sparka of Mirth, etc., etc. Frank Le*lie'$ $225 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $800 each. And we are confident we can satisfy all whe
want
La ly's /oumoMa the most beautiful of all the Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
ladles'papers. It should be found on the table of above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
every lady in the land. Price 10 cents a copy; an- the following Lots 10. 11, 12. l’3. and 14, in Block
nual subscription, $4, postpaid.
E. Lots 2. 4. 5 and J In Block H. The above will
FRANK LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY has be sold on long credit and small payments down.
made rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
Apply to.
to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
M. D. HOWARD.
beat living writers. Every department of literature ia representated in its columns. The amount
WE HAVE A STEAM
of instruction, entertainment
and amusement afforded by ibe articles, essays, stories, and general
miscellanycontained in Hie 1<8 quarto pages of
A RELIABLE Business Man to get up a party
each number of this publication has been well apto go to Virginia and settleon a large tract
preciated.Every copy of the “Popu'ar Monthly”
ts embellished with over 100 beautiful illustrations. of land owned by the advertiser,and to be divided
WE
A
Being the cheapestperiodicalof the kind in exist- up Into villagelots with farms adjoining.These
ence, and at the aame time one of the most select lots and farms are divided into Shares Allow rates,
SPECIALITY.
and universally welcome, it must continueto In- so that working men. mechanics, Incipient manucrease in public favor,and rank with the publish- factures, Ac., can easily buy them. Also, parries
DOORS, SASH
BLINDS,
er’s Sunday Magaxine-the highestamong all our to sell shares. It pays betterthan any other agency
E. BAUDER, Fenton,Mich.
American monthlies. It is publishedon the ?5th Apply
Oranythlngin our line, manufactured on shert
of each month. Price. 25 cents a number; Subscription,$3, post paid, per year. Address your
notise.
orders to Frank Leslie. 537 Pearl Street,New lork.

inge, sprinkle the tree well with the mix-

and fruitgrower. It will throw water 30

LYON, - - - Proprietor,

T. H.

The undersigned desiresto announce to the

Legion.

year tbe Chimney Corner aeem to he better
than ever. Its serial atoriea are of the moat
abaorblng and lilvclycharacter, of great power,
true to life and full of merit, taking a wide range
of anbjecteto please every member of a household— the domestic atory for the mother, the
charming love-tale for the daughtera,the more
dramatic for the young men, the aolld novel for
older readera, and then we have atlrring adventure
for the boya and talry-taleafor the children.

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Special Announcement.

Ttale

trations,the reader is referred to my paHabberton. Howard. Robinson, De Forreat,
Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas, Etta W.
pers in the report of the State Pomologi- Pierce, and other eminent writtera,are Ita regular
cantrlbutora.The aubjectatreated of are verv
cal Society for 1876, Page 85.
varied. T he lllustratlonaare profnae and they are
This is unquestionablythe worst scourge all beautiful Short stories extremely Interesting are
completed In each number, while Biographies, Adthat can afflict the apple orchard. Its venturea.Essays,Fun, Travel*, NatnralHistory.
Legends,Anecdotes,Science, etc., make thia pubpresence is almost sure death, unless prelicationone of the moat entertaining in exiatence.
vention is practiced. The redeeming Exquisite atoel engravingsare frequently given
away to Ita aubscribera,
feature in its habits is that it is very slow
The Chimney Corner, sixteen pages, with eight
to spread from one orchard to another; pages of Illustrations,printed on tine paper, Is
every Monday, price only 10 cents; anthough at Coldwater it seems to be already published
nual subscription. $4, post-paid. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie a Publishing House, 5.17
in three differentorchards.
Pearl Street,New York.
If in May the leaves are being rapidly

depredatoris found

SWEET’S HOTEL Money! Money!!

a sufficiency of grain.

Moskeqor,Sept. 8

1875.

CLOETING1I.

E. J. Harrington.

L &

S. YAIf

EIGHTH STREET

DM

HERGE,

